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EDITORIAL
This week a self-reliant man discovers he has something to trade with invading aliens.
Another man receives sorcerous powers from a homeless drunk. A third inherits a house—
and the sinister mirror of the snake god. Meanwhile an android waitress suffers from an
embarrassing complaint.
Lovecraft tells us all about Edgar Allan Poe. The adventurers escape the king’s men to find
new horror beyond the forest. Danton’s Charge wreaks slaughter amongst the Scroungers.
And the castaways make a final farewell to the last resting place of the Nautilus’ captain.
—Gavin Chappell
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ALIEN JUICE by Gerald E Sheagren
Frank Mullins had called it quits five years ago. After a bitter divorce, a string of nervewracking jobs and a bout with depression, he’d decided to bail out and head for the
mountains. Way, way up in the Ozarks where all he had to contend with was the occasional
disgruntled bear. And the five or six he’d had to deal with had had a lot better personality
than his ex-wife.
Frank didn’t miss television, the newspapers, or intermingling with the selfish, me-first
people who constituted a good eighty-percent of present-day society. His old German
shepherd, Fritz, was all the company he needed. He hunted for his meat and fished the
streams, canned vegetables from his garden, and brewed his own liquor in a still he’d hidden
in a cave. When Mother Nature called, he had the whole wilderness to relieve himself.
On the first Monday of every month, weather permitting, his old pal Wiley Johnson would
arrive by helicopter and land in the area that Frank had cleared away, delivering such items as
coffee, toilet paper, flour, eggs and milk. And, of course, a good supply of yeast, cornmeal,
sugar and mason jars for the still. Sometimes, at Frank’s request, he’d include clean
underwear, a new shirt and trousers, and a few medical supplies. Since Wiley was super-rich,
all he expected in repayment was a good supply of Frank’s omnipotent moonshine.
Occasionally, when Wiley had too much to drink, he’d spend the night and catch Frank up on
what was happening in the world at large. And the news was never good.

Wiley took a gulp of shine, his face turning immediately red and his eyes shedding tears. He
shivered and stomped his foot on the porch. “Wowie—this is the strongest batch you’ve ever
made. I can feel my hair curling.”
Frank laughed. “Winter’s coming on. I need it more powerful to keep me warm.”
“I’ll take a few extra jars this time. And need I say—I’ll definitely be spending the night. If
not, I’d probably crash a few seconds after take-off.”
“So what’s going on in the world?”
“Do you really want to know?”
“Not particularly but what the hell. I’m far enough removed where nothing bothers me.”
“Russia and North Korea are acting up. Kim Jong-un, as usual, is threatening to nuke this
country and turn it into a pile of ashes. Washington is still a cluster-fuck, with the idiot
Congress never getting anything meaningful done. All what the Democrats and Republicans
ever do is squabble and try to fuck one another. And there’re enough scandals and
investigations going on to sink an aircraft carrier. Jumped-up Christ—I’ve never seen
anything like it and it keeps getting worse and worse.”
“Maybe you should join me up here. You don’t have a wife or kids to hold you back.”
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“Believe me—I’m starting to give that some serious thought.” Wiley took another hit of
moonshine. After recovering from the shock, he laid a hand on Frank’s shoulder, looking
nervous. “But there’s something else that’s really bothering me.”
“What’s that?”
“I can’t put my finger on it but there’s something strange in the air. It’s enough to send chills
down my spine. Maybe it’s just me. Do you feel anything?”
“No, I don’t. What do you mean by ‘strange’?”
“I dunno. It’s just a weird feeling—like something real bad is going to happen.”
Frank chortled. “Well, with all the shit going on in this world, it would have to be darn right
catastrophic to be any worse.”
Wiley bit nervously on his lower lip. “Yeah, it would.”
“C’mon, relax and enjoy my shine. You’re probably just over-reacting. I have a nice possum
stew simmering for supper. And it was a real healthy-looking critter.”
Wiley forced a smile. “Possum stew and moonshine. You’re turning into a regular hillbilly
redneck.”
“My neck can’t get any redder than your face. Go on—take another chug.”

Frank couldn’t get Wiley’s warning out of his mind. His friend was a tough guy, able to deal
with the most serious and complexing of problems. He’d never seen the man more nervous
than on his last visit. Was something really up? Was there a great calamity out there, just
waiting to befall civilization?
And then, late one evening in early November, Frank got his answer.
He was sitting on his front porch, bundled up against the cold and halfway through the
second jar of his brew, when he caught sight of some strange blinking lights in the distance.
They were bluish-green lights that completed a perfect circle that had to be hundreds of feet
in diameter. He blinked his eyes, figuring he might have had a bit too much to drink. After a
few seconds he spotted another collection of lights and then another and another.
Leaning forward in his rocking chair, he watched, totally enthralled, as the first object or
whatever you would call it, started to hover over an area that was just about where Little
Rock was located. Suddenly a red beam streaked from the sky, as straight as an arrow, and
moments later the sky was lit up by a flickering reddish-pink glow.
Although it was some hundred and twenty-five miles in the distance, Frank could hear
muffled explosions, followed by a great tremor that shook the very porch he was sitting on.
Startled from his nap, Fritz poised himself on his haunches and released a long wolf-like
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howl that sent chills coursing down the length of Frank’s spine. Moments later the woods
erupted with the chitter-chatter of nervous animals.
“Take it easy, Fritz. I don’t want your old heart giving out on you.”
The dog started to pace, whining, his neck hair standing on end and his tail tucked between
his legs.
As Frank watched in awe, another red beam struck and then another and another. There were
more explosions and tremors, the horizon flickering like a collection of giant bonfires.
Sweet Jesus—I can’t believe this!
For once Frank wished he had a television or at the least a radio.
It has to be an alien invasion! What the hell else could it be?
He laughed at the absurdity of it and took another long drink of whiskey. But no amount of
his brew was going to change matters or relieve his angst. His younger
sister and her family lived only a few miles outside of Little Rock and so did Wiley. Could
they be dead? By the looks of it, it was certainly possible. He stood and kicked at the railing,
frustrated by his inability to get any news. What he once rejected, he now craved. Desperate
thoughts began to rush through his brain.
Is the whole United States being attacked or maybe the entire world? It had to be. Those
aliens or whatever the fuck they are wouldn’t just concentrate on Little Rock. That wouldn’t
make any sense. By now, every city from New York and LA to London, Moscow and Beijing
must be in ruins. Will our armed forces fight? Can they even repel such an invasion?
Frank went inside and continued to drink, trying his damnedest to forget what he’d witnessed.
He’d never felt more helpless in his life.

Frank snapped awake, bathed in a cold sweat, just after sunrise, to the sound of Fritz whining
and scratching at the door. And that’s when he heard the distant wop-wop-wop of rotor
blades.
“It’s Wiley, Fritz! By damn, he made it!”
With cottony mouth and fuzzy head, Frank flung open the door and rushed onto the porch,
waving his hands at the oncoming form of Wiley’s helicopter. Suddenly a silver craft zipped
out of nowhere, crossing Wiley’s path and causing the copter to rock dangerously from sideto-side. Then the craft banked and headed back, but this time instead of a pass, it came to a
dramatic stop and released a red beam that struck the helicopter, reducing it in a split second
to nothing more than powdered glass and spiralling globs of molten metal.
“No! Oh, Christ, Wiley! No, no, no, this can’t be happening!”
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Taking off, the craft banked once again and lowering in altitude, it began to hover directly
over Frank’s cabin. Upon a closer inspection, he saw it was of a luminous material, in the
rough shape of a fighter plane, with strange symbols emblazoned along its body. The
remarkable thing was it hardly made a noise—just a purring sound, much like that of a
contended cat. There were no windows of any kind.
Frank waved a fist. “You sonofabitches—you killed by best friend! He wasn’t doing you any
harm! C’mon down here, you bastards! I’ll wring your necks, if you have any necks!”
The craft lifted straight up into the air and took off at an impossible rate of speed.
“You chicken-shits—get back here and try me on for size!”
Whoever they are, thought Frank, they killed Wiley and no telling how many more millions
of poor souls across the world. And now the pilot of that whatchamacallit had seen him and
they knew where he was. Maybe they wouldn’t waste their time for only one man, but deep
down he knew he was only kidding himself. It was only the matter of time. They would come
for him.
“I don’t how much more time we have, Fritz. We might as well make the best of it.”
Frank brewed a pot of coffee and wolfed down six homemade biscuits to ease his hunger and
soak up the liquor from the night before. After his fifth cup of black coffee, with his hangover
subsiding a bit, he loaded up his Mossberg pump-shotgun, his hunting rifle and his .357
magnum, placing them near his rocking chair on the front porch, along with five mason jars
of moonshine. Then after kissing Fritz’s head, he shooed the shepherd into the cabin and
closed the door.
I love you, Fritz, and I’ll be damned if I let anything happen to you. They’ll have to get
through me first. That’s if they don’t blow this whole cabin to frigging smithereens.
Frank began to drink in earnest, to bolster his courage for what laid ahead. When he thought
of poor Wiley being vaporized he couldn’t help but shedding a few tears. They’d been friends
since kindergarten and were closer than most brothers would be. When he needed support or
someone to watch his back, there was no one better than Wiley. Angered by the loss, Frank
snatched up his .357 and blew six holes into a nearby rain barrel, then drew back his arm and
flung the handgun as far as he could.
A good hour later Frank heard a purring noise and looked up to see another silver craft
hovering overhead. It was larger than the fighter had been but only a fraction of the size of
the spaceships from the night before. It lingered for a while then zipped off, landing straight
down in the area he’d cleared for Wiley’s helicopter.
The shit’s going to hit the fan now.
Fritz’s barking grew louder and the dog was literally throwing himself at the door.
“Easy does it, fella. I’ll protect you with my life. If things don’t work out, we had some pretty
good times, didn’t we?”
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Frank raked the slide of his shotgun to chamber a round, took a deep calming breath and
closed his eyes. He wouldn’t open them until they were in front of him.
He couldn’t even imagine what the bastards looked like. Sweat beaded along his brow and his
heart was beating as hard as a jackhammer. There wasn’t a drop of saliva in his mouth and
throat. When he heard a sound not far away he began to slowly open his eyes, his finger on
the trigger of his shotgun.
Well, here goes nothing.
And there they were—five of them in total. They were short, no taller than five feet,
yellowish-green in colour, with oversized, hairless heads, tiny eyes, and wide mouths, lacking
both lips and teeth. They didn’t have any noses, only two mucous holes in which to breathe.
Their ears reminded Frank of toadstools. Each of them was wearing a silver-coloured
jumpsuit and three were armed with what appeared to be laser guns. They stood only a few
feet away, talking amongst themselves in chirpy, high-pitched voices. Their words were
nothing but rapid-fire gibberish.
Frank wanted nothing better than to release a load of buckshot, followed by four more,
blowing the little fuckers to kingdom come. He thought better of the idea, deciding to resort
to a little diplomacy and humour. They probably wouldn’t understand a word he said.
“Good morning, gentlemen. Welcome to Mullins’ Mountain. But, unfortunately, I can’t offer
you any brochures, highlighting points of interest and activities.”
One of them stepped forward—possibly their leader. “Why do you live way up here, so far
from the others?”
“Holy shit on toast! You speak English.”
The alien snorted, his nose holes spraying green mucous. “I speak all the languages of your
inferior planet—from English, French and Spanish to every dialect of Chinese. So I will ask
you once again. Why do you live way up here, so far from the others?”
“Let’s just say I like to be alone. It’s a lot less complicated.”
“We’ve destroyed all of your cities and military installations in our surprise attack and all
surviving earthlings will be enslaved. Some will remain here to rebuild to our specifications
and others will be transported back to our planet.” The alien laughed, more mucous shooting
from his nose. “The resistance we met was actually quite pathetic. Your jetfighters were
nothing but mosquitoes against the advanced technology of our spaceships.”
Frank took a long chug of whiskey. “Well, you’re not going to enslave this guy. My wife did
that to me for over five years and it’s not going to happen again. You killed my best friend
Wiley and you’re going to have to do the same for me.” Frank’s finger caressed the trigger of
his shotgun. “But I’m going to take you little fuckers with me. It doesn’t appear you can
withstand a few good loads of buckshot.”
The alien ignored the threat, stepping closer. “What is that you’re drinking?”
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“It’s moonshine. I call it ‘Mullins’ brew’.”
“Give it to me.”
“You’re going to need some pretty strong plumbing to drink this stuff.”
The alien held out a three-fingered hand. “I said give it to me!”
“Suit yourself.”
The alien took the jar and sniffed its contents. Then he held it up to the sun to examine the
liquor’s colouring. Finally, he took a sip, immediately unleashing a series of excited chirps
that caused the others to gather round. The jar was passed and soon the five of them were
wobbling about and jabbering like a flock of demented birds.
Frank laughed. “Boy, you fellas sure can’t hold your liquor. An earthling school child would
do better.”
The leader polished off the remaining moonshine, following a look of approval with a long
and thunderous belch. When he spoke, his words were a bit slurred. “Can you make more of
this?”
Frank’s survival instincts took over. “Sure. I’m an artiste when it comes to moonshine.”
“This is much-much better than what we discovered in your liquor stores. We will need a
large quantity; enough for all of us stationed in this sector.”
“How many would that be?”
“Perhaps a thousand.”
“Then you must get me all I need.”
“Which is?”
Without giving it a second thought, Frank decided to press his luck. “I’ll need a whole lot of
copper plating and tubing to build additional stills, plus a couple thousand mason jars and
loads of yeast, cornmeal and sugar. And while you’re at it, you’ll have to supply me with
food to keep up my strength and anything else of a personal nature I may need.” Frank
smiled, deciding to milk the cow further. If it worked it worked, if it didn’t it didn’t. “And for
services rendered you can throw in a few dozen boxes of Cuban cigars and find me a nice
blonde with a good personality and a dynamite body.”
Fritz kept up a steady barking, as he lunged against the door.
“Oh, I almost forgot. My dog loves raw meat, especially top-grade sirloin. You’ll have to
keep him supplied with that.”
The alien snorted a laugh, nearly spraying Frank’s shirt with mucous. “You’re quite the
businessman, aren’t you? Do you really expect me to fulfil all of that?”
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Frank adjusted the shotgun on his knee, so the first blast would hit the leader. “If you want
my white lightening, you have no choice.”
The alien smiled and clapped his hands together. “As you say on this planet—’It’s a done
deal’. I will start fulfilling your requirements as soon as I return to base. A craft will be sent
to Cuba to stock up on your cigars. The blond shouldn’t be a problem, since you seem to have
an overabundance of them and they’re all eager to survive.” The alien pointed one of his
fingers at Frank. “But I warn you. If you let us down in any way, we will work you as a slave
until you drop. Is that understood?”
Frank snatched up another jar of shine, unscrewed its cap and raised it in salute. “I understand
you perfectly.”
“Give me that jar and all the others on your porch. One will be for me and my crew and the
others will go to my sector-leader as a gift.”
“Whatever your pleasure is.”
When everything was done Frank let Fritz out of the cabin and they watched as the spacecraft
took off, the tipsy pilot nearly shearing off the top of a tree.
Frank laughed at the sight. “The damn fool is as drunk as a skunk. Their systems sure can’t
tolerate alcohol. I’ll tell you this, fella—this is going to be one very interesting venture.”

Frank’s cave was big enough to hold twenty additional stills and he easily managed to keep
the aliens well-supplied with whiskey. They soon became addicted to it and laser-gun fights
and mid-air collisions soon became a norm. It wasn’t long before he changed the name of his
product from “Mullins’ brew” to “Alien juice”.
The woman he got for the deal was a blonde by the name of Tasha, who was extremely
beautiful and boasting a pair of 38-C jugs. She’d been a pole-dancer at a strip club in Little
Rock. Infatuated with her, Frank was seriously thinking of starting a family.
The only thing was—how long would his good fortune last?

Frank took a puff on his Cuban cigar, blowing out a perfect ring of smoke. Tasha was sitting
in a rocker next to him, her long, flawless leg draped over his. Fritz was resting nearby,
busily dining on a juicy hunk of steak.
Frank chuckled as he watched two spaceships collide head-on in the distance, debris flying
for a good half-mile. There was no explosion or fire, so he was still stumped as to what the
crafts used as fuel. It had to be some kind of advanced propulsion.
“Drunken fools. They actually want to build a complete facility up here, where I can
construct hundreds of more stills. The sector-leader even wants to send shipments of my
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Alien juice back to their home planet.” Frank fondled Tasha’s breast. “What do you think I
should do, Honey Bunny?”
“Whatever makes you horny, Baby Doll.”
THE END
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MY OLD FRIEND by Chris Tutty
‘How do you feel today?’ I asked.
My friend said nothing. That was alright; the question was rhetorical and I was merely being
polite, certainly politer than he had been to me upon a time. Cordiality is one of the keystones
of any friendship, along with loyalty, trust and generosity. No, his reticence caused no
offence. In fact, he could not have answered my question had he wanted to.
The room had an unpleasant smell to it, although that didn’t offend me greatly, either. It
wasn’t such a stench that my eyes watered and my innards recoiled, but the place was
decidedly fetid. The windows were never opened, and come to think of it I doubt that they
still could open. So many decades had passed since they had last admitted fresh air that they
were probably fused shut by grime and swelling from rainwater and seasonal temperature
change. There was no other source of ventilation in the room, and the ever-closed drapes
prevented daylight from killing the bacteria in the air.
What light there was came from a few scattered black tallow candles, burning slowly down
during my visits and illuminating my friend’s face and upper torso. He was shockingly gaunt,
his eyes so recessed that it made his skull seem deceptively large. His nose looked like a
fleshy knuckle with two disparately sized craters for nostrils, and his mouth hung slack to
display his two remaining teeth, which were as grey as slate. I rarely came close enough to
him to catch a hint of his breath, but those occasions I did gave me a blast of the most
appalling halitosis imaginable, as though he brushed those two grey chips in his gums by
smearing them with faeces. Thin, lank hair hung in strings to his shoulders. It had stopped
growing years ago, but some odd flicker of life stopped it from falling out altogether. His skin
was slack and mottled with purple marks, flaking rashes, and great liver spots.
It was important that I kept those candles burning when I came to visit him, lighting them
before I closed the door and taking a seat opposite him. His eyes couldn’t stand daylight any
more—hence the shut drapes—and candlelight was all he could cope with. The lighting was
for my benefit, too: I am not squeamish, but the thought of being with him in the pitch black,
knowing that something so repulsive was just a few feet away, caused me to shudder. Strange
that I was more comfortable seeing his decomposing face than I would be with it blacked out.
The thought of sitting in the pitch dark with him, seeing nothing but hearing his ragged,
wheezing breaths…
He was draped in a mouldering old blanket, in keeping with the rotting, mildewed décor.
Otherwise he was dressed in clothes decades out of fashion and many sizes too big. They had
fitted him once, but after so long in his chair, ageing and unable to eat, he was so scrawny
that they looked almost comical on him. His head and throat poked out of those clothes, along
with his long, desiccated hands, which didn’t so much rest as slump without choice on the
arms of his chair. His fingers were so thin and bony that any ring he might have worn would
have rattled around like a hat on a stick. That awful head lolled at a slight angle, and one
wouldn’t at first be able to tell whether he was trying to keep it up and attentive or if a
stubborn streak of vitality stopped him from sagging into oblivion (which I knew was in fact
the case). We were the same age—we had been born a month apart—yet I looked as young
and healthy in my eleventh decade (or was it was my twelfth? No matter to me!) as I had in
my twenties. My poor friend, sacrificing everything so that I might live forever. He would
age and age and age as I stayed healthy and young. An exchange infinitely cruel for him.
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Can you imagine it? For many decades I had been living with little need of food, water or
rest. I seldom wearied myself so much that I needed slumber, and on those occasions that I
did lose consciousness, I soon returned to an alertness and readiness that an athlete on the
starting blocks would envy. Little need to feed or drink, yet I could indulge myself with the
finest, richest foods and the strongest spirits to my heart’s content, and without suffering any
ill-effect at all.
All these long decades of perfect good health and unchanging youth!
My huge fortune had long been accruing interest at a rate that meant literally nothing material
was out of my reach. Mansions, penthouses and assorted other estates, in the most salubrious
locations and spread across more countries than I cared to count. I had armies of friends,
well-wishers, sycophants and hangers-on. I had a perpetually revolving harem of wanton,
lusty women, keen to out-do each other in the lengths they would go to, the depravity they
would submit to, for my satisfaction! I had enormous power and influence over society
figures, politicians, and financiers. No man could ever wish for more, and if they did then the
whole concept of greed would need redefinition. I was never greedy, I was simply the winner
of a very peculiar bet and took all that was my due. Best of all, I never, ever tired of my
lifestyle. The novelty never wore off and never would.
Still, it hadn’t always been this way.

Decades ago, I had come across a coin with a certain strange property: by some voodoo, it
could cause one wish, and only one wish per owner, to come true should it land in their
favour in a bet. I don’t know who made the coin or how, and frankly I don’t care, either. I had
been given it in exchange for a favour I could, at the time, just about afford. A filthy old
drunk in a back street had told me I could have it if I would buy him a bottle of a particular
make of brandy.
‘Gemme a bottle a’ Hennessey and I’ll gi’ ye this coin,’ he had slurred. ‘One wish yu want’ll
come true it if yu flip for it an’ win. One wish, so yu’v gotta make it a gud’n.’
Odd that a homeless drunk could afford to be discerning when it came to his poison, but
down on my luck and miserable, I had taken him at his word. I had only been a few strokes of
bad luck from being in the same boat as that old pisshead anyway, and there wasn’t much left
for me to lose.
A few minutes and a visit to a nearby off-license later, with the old man happy in brandy and
his own piss, I had headed home with the coin safely pocketed. Absurd as it sounds, I had
quickly started to sense that the rancid old sot had been telling the truth. All part of the coin’s
mystique, I suppose, already working its influence on me or some such. Back home I had
drunk heavily myself to kill the craving I had developed by then, but not before putting the
coin safely away in a drawer and posting a note to the living room door telling me where it
was. I was going to feel ill the next morning, and the last thing I needed in addition to a
hangover was to have this odd little talisman and its proffered escape from my misery lost to
drunken idiocy. All I would have to do the next day was convince someone to wager with
me. I knew just the person.
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As expected I had been bleary-eyed and nauseous the next morning, but had wasted no time
in calling the last friend I had. I had convinced him to come and see me on some pretence or
other, and as I waited for him I had taken the coin from the drawer and thrown away the
reminder note. My friend was a rational, sceptical type who was generally condescending or
rude to anyone with a different worldview. I had been the same way, until the old man’s offer
had somehow struck me as being sincere, and my belief in it had solidified through the
drunken night—and not because of inebriation.
When I had showed my friend the coin and told him what I was convinced it could do, he had
given me a funny look and asked what the punchline was. I told him I was serious, and he
had doubled up with laughter and spluttered that he would give up his life, livelihood and
dignity if what I said about the little metal disc were true. Then he had said that he wanted to
show me how soft in the head I’d become. I was delusional and too-long drunk, and he was
quick to remind me that a fool and his money are soon parted. The self-pity and the drink and
drugs must have stopped me from thinking clearly. He didn’t stop there either; he ranted and
ranted, patronising me, and amongst many insults I have since blocked out of my mind, he
said that his last shred of respect for me had just flown out of the window. He had been so
rude and dismissive that it only made me more desperate to get the bet made.
‘Heads I live forever, and you wither forever,’ I’d said in agreement with his ultimatum. Our
friendship had been fraying for so long that it was no longer worth maintaining, I’d decided.
He had been indifferent to me for some time, and now the insults ensured that I meant to get a
last measure of usefulness from our acquaintance.
He shook his head, rolled his eyes, and we shook hands.
Smug bastard.
I had set the coin, heads up, on my thumb, which was tucked against my index finger. I
flicked my thumb upwards, and the coin had spun into the air, end over end, over and over
and over.
Time had not seemed to stand still. There had been no change in the room’s atmosphere. The
sun had stubbornly refused to portentously cloud over. Nothing ominous or mystical had
caused either of us to sense the change that was about to take place.
I had still had the trembling hands that come with a hangover (the cost of the old man’s
brandy meant that I had settled for some cheap gut-rot vodka, for all the difference it makes),
and I wasn’t coordinated enough to catch the coin. Instead I let it hit my shabby living room
carpet. The bet was decided.
I was anxious to drop to the floor and see the result, and Mister Sceptic himself was quick to
look, too. The investigative curiosity of the eternal doubter, perhaps, or more likely he had
been eager to get the affair over and done with. Eager to have done with me and leave me
with misfortune and sadness and drink, alone in my grubby little house.
I had suffered a jolt of pain and a blue flash across my vision as we headbutted each other in
our haste to crouch over the coin. We sagged backwards onto our backsides, swearing
irritably, wincing in pain and rubbing our foreheads (as if the vodka hadn’t left my head in
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enough pain to begin with!). Then we had scrambled forwards and seen that the coin sat with
the blank, expressionless head facing upwards. The bet was mine.
‘Happy now you’ve won your sodding bet?’ he had grunted.
I mumbled something in the affirmative. A few seconds passed and suddenly I grinned like a
shark, the headache, sickness and the drinking tremors gone just like that. My friend had
picked up the coin, looked at the blank, featureless head motif, and turned the oddity over to
examine the flipside—literally a coiled, tapering ‘S’ design suggestive of a tail.
My grin felt as though my lips could have reached my eyes; I was already feeling better and
more optimistic than I ever had in my life! I had seized the coin from my friend and looked
up at him. Already, he looked queasy and discomfited. What was I to do with him? I had
wanted to cut him out of my life when I made the bet, but by winning it I had made him the
‘flipside’ of me, the eternal husk to my eternal youngster. I would never be entirely rid of
him, but now it didn’t matter.

Jealousy, like my strange coin, is a two-sided thing. It is one of the greatest motivators of
human behaviour. Were it not for jealousy of others and what they have, many would be the
poorer-off, resting on their laurels with nothing to work towards, little if anything to aspire to.
And yet, on the flipside, jealousy can be terrible. Impotent jealousy leaves the jealous one
rattling aimlessly around to the point that they engage in self-destructive behaviour. What if
the one you love or lust after simply has no interest in you, and there is no way to make them
choose you over your love rival? And what if malady or misfortune (as had been the case
with me before that fateful bet) should lead one to furious, resentful envy with no way to
break the cycle? I was jealous of just about anyone and everyone who had it better off than
me, jealous and desperate.
Well, my old friend was jealous of me now, and then some! I am almost jealous of myself
now, with all I have to enjoy!
For more than a year before meeting the old drunk I had lived poorly, clawing for
employment or handouts. My family had been adamant that I was not getting any help from
them. They lived in luxury, and the further I drifted from their approval the more they
flaunted their largesse. All the while I was helpless. Peers and acquaintances prospered,
loved, and lived in the real, satisfying sense, not simply existing and content to make ends
meet. They left me behind. Nothing I did worked, and the pittance I scraped together, which I
should have used to buy food and cover utilities, went on drink or anything else I could selfmedicate with.
A sullen, late-night walk to a shop for more drink led me to come across the old man. As I
have said, I knew, somehow, that the coin would fulfil its promise, and to an extent whether it
benefitted me or not didn’t seem to matter. After all, I had believed that by then that life
couldn’t have gotten much worse.
Now, all this time later, and with my fortunes completely reversed, I had come to visit my old
friend at his home—or rather, my home, it being one of many, many properties in my
portfolio. Unlike most of my residences though, this one went untended and uncared for.
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My friend was in a state of perpetual decay, yet unable to die of old age. He was not
invincible, but, after a fashion, he was immortal like me (I still felt pain and could bleed when
cut, contrasting my blessed immunity to the dangers alcohol and other substances). The weird
properties of the coin and our bet meant that some spark of life in him refused to fade out
entirely, no matter that he was an ever-ageing and derelict husk. The only way he could die
would come from physical harm, which was not likely to happen when one lives alone and
can’t even get up from a chair!
Once the bet had been won, the change had started in him as quickly as it had cured my
hangover and unhappiness. I had seemed to fill up with vitality, and in the days and weeks
after the bet I had found myself in one lucrative venture after another. I attracted friends and
lovers like a magnet draws metal filings. All the while, as fortune and success piled up at my
feet, I kept the coin safe, satisfied that no one would even know it existed, never mind where
I kept it. This was the case no matter where I was; I took the coin everywhere and I had a safe
for it in every home I owned.
My friend, on the ‘flipside’, as it were, had quickly started to physically sag, ageing
prematurely and losing his voice and most of his motor functions within a few hours. Since
his life at the time had been almost as solitary as mine, I had quickly taken custody of him. I
kept him in an upstairs room in my house until, a multi-millionaire after just a few months, I
could easily afford to buy some backwater hovel to give him a place to live. I wasn’t about to
keep him in one of my mansions or penthouses, now was I?
I had occasionally ruminated on what his state of mind must have been like, day after day and
year after year trapped inside that stinking, scabrous ruin of flesh, stuck in a desolate building
in the middle of nowhere, the nearest neighbour miles away and strangers warded off by a
high fence and ‘private property’ signs. He couldn’t stand or speak. He couldn’t move other
than a feeble twitch, all the while knowing that I lived an unending life of wealth, pleasure
and hedonistic delight. He wheezed and drooled in the dark, stinking room I had given him
whilst I enjoyed everything I could ever have wanted, and far, far more. The poor bastard had
certainly compensated me for his condescension and sneering jibes when I had told him about
the coin and my belief that it could grant my wish. Had the coin landed in his favour, perhaps
I would be the one in that char and he would be the trillionaire hedonist. Perhaps nothing
would have happened, and I would not have been able to use the coin again, the one wish the
old drunk had promised lost to me.
Once a decade or so, I would put it all aside and come to see my old friend. All this time, noone had ever apparently thought twice about my not ageing (another of the coin’s weird gifts;
it left others happily indifferent to the fact that my youth was somehow ‘fixed’!), but nor did I
want them to learn about my old friend. No, it was our little secret. The spell of the coin kept
that tiny spark of life going inside him, which was as well for him since he had long since lost
the ability to eat or digest food. Or perhaps, what with the state he was in, it was not so well
for him at all…
‘I had a wonderful girl last night,’ I told him now. His yellowed eyes flickered and his bony
hands trembled, as though he were having a brief seizure. ‘She’s a gymnast,’ I went on.
‘Twenty years old. The positions she can get into…’ I chuckled and left the sentence
unfinished, shaking my head in amusement and recollection.
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He hissed faintly in his misery. He’d never been short of amorous company, before the coin
worked its curse on him. I had.
I stood, moved over to him, and gave his shoulder a squeeze. Even through his blanket, it felt
like clutching a bundle of brittle twigs.
I smiled down at the disgusting, ugly wretch.
His eyelids flickered again and his head wavered a little, as though he were crushed even
further in his misery by what he thought was my rubbing it all in his face. He must think me
appallingly callous to boast about all I had, whilst he had far worse than nothing. After all,
there was nothing at all he could do to escape his predicament.
Poor old bastard. Poor ancient bastard, in fact.
I had the impression that just then he would have shrunk so far into himself as to self-digest,
had he been able to. Perhaps he simply wanted to drop dead. Not that the coin’s spell would
allow him either of those ‘escape routes’.
I imagine almost anyone else would feel dreadfully sorry for him, but I was not anyone else. I
was so used to seeing him sitting immobile there (despite the years between my visits),
withered, palsied, and drooling, but unable to die. After all this time it was hard to reconcile
him with the handsome and spry man I had bet against. Handsome and spry…and sarcastic,
sneering, and hurtful.
Hurtful.
Suddenly some of his words, chosen to wound and belittle, came back to me across the
decades since he had spoken them, after I had told him about the coin and before he had
agreed to the bet just to ‘prove’ that bad luck and substance abuse had finally made me crack.
You’re lost it, you moron, he had said when I had told him about the coin. Can you See why
I’ve not put up with you lately? ‘Magic coin’, my arse!
I had always remembered some of the conversation, the general tone and the few specifics
mentioned before, but those particular words, drifting back to me now…
That was all it took.
He had refused to help me when I had been at my lowest ebb. The change of fortune, the
quick acquisition of more money than anyone would ever need, and the countless unctuous
friends I had attracted, had helped me forget or blot out the very worst of his jibes. I had
enjoyed so much over the decades that it was more balm than any wound needed. And yet…
I grinned. I had been checking in on him every ten years or so. Well, and if I decided that it
would be twenty, or perhaps thirty, before my next visit, what of it?
‘Well then,’ I said, ‘I suppose I’ll leave you to it’. I turned to go, blowing out the candles one
by one as I went. I felt better simply for having taken my hand from his awful, knobbly
shoulder.
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I reached and opened the door. I turned back to my friend—the snide, nasty bastard—and
saw the wretch silhouetted by the daylight coming in from the corridor.
‘Might be a while before I see you again,’ I told him, smirking like a Cheshire cat. ‘Get
yourself up and about a bit, eh? Looks like you haven’t seen the sun for years!’
He would stay unmoving in that chair until the sun went nova, unless I physically moved
him. His words to me when I had been at my nadir, remembered after all this time, meant that
I did not intend that he move ever again.
I closed the door and left the house, humming cheerfully as I walked out into the blessedly
clean air. It is amazing how accustomed one gets to a bad smell, only to be shocked back to
normalcy by a change of environment, suddenly wondering how one managed the stench
after all. As I took deep breaths of clean air I mused on the sounds I had heard my old friend
make as I had closed the door to the room I kept him in, leaving him in darkness again.
Just this once, I could have sworn he had somehow managed to utter words instead of
wheezes. It shouldn’t have been possible, with his vocal cords essentially useless. Perhaps he
had just croaked and gurgled, and our strange connection meant that I could intuit his
meaning.
I could have sworn, as I left him, regardless of whether he had gurgled or actually spoken,
that he had been begging me to kill him.
THE END

Schlock! Presents: Ghostlands
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MIRROR OF THE SNAKE GOD by Steven Havelock
Gavin Jackson sat in the hospital ward.
“Hey pops, what brings you here?” said a twenty something male with a dozen piercings and
tattoos.
“You wouldn’t believe me if I told you.”
“Try me, pops. They say you used to be a doctor. They say the police found you in the woods
near your house screaming like a madman.”
“Okay, I’ll tell you what happened but I promise you won’t believe me.”

“Dead you say?”
“Yes, Dr Jackson, your great uncle died last night in unfortunate circumstances. He jumped
through his second story window.”
“What is it?” asked Gavin’s wife.
“Uncle Albert died last night,” mouthed Gavin.
That creep, Emma mouthed back.
Gavin put a finger to his lips telling Emma to say nothing else.
“The will has been carried out and you, Doctor Jackson, as his favourite nephew, have been
given his entire estate.”
A large smile spread across Gavin’s face. He gave us the mansion, he mouthed silently to
Emma.
Emma’s eyes lit up.

A few weeks’ later arrangements had been made, and it was the day that the whole family
would be moving into Uncle Albert’s great mansion.
The mansion’s caretaker Mr Howarth showed them around the house.
“I want this to be my room!” exclaimed Steven, Gavin’s 11-year-old sun.
“No, I want this room cried!” 8-year-old George.
“Okay boys we will settle this later with a game of rock, paper, scissors,” said Gavin
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The caretaker then showed them Uncle Albert’s room.
“I don’t like it.” said Steven.
“I don’t either,” said Emma. “There is coldness here.”
Gavin looked around and his eyes focused on a large mirror on the far wall.
“Oh the mirror?” enquired Howarth with a raised eyebrow. “Your uncle brought that back
from Mexico, two nights before his death. It was originally found in an Aztec tomb.”
I feel it too, Gavin mouthed to Emma as the caretaker looked at the mirror.
“Okay, that’s decided,” Gavin said, “Me and my wife will have the large guest room and
Steven and George can have two adjoining rooms.
Later that night, all the families’ belongings had been deposited in their various rooms.
Steven and George were playing their games console on a new large flat screen TV. Emma
opened the door carrying at tray which had two glasses of hot milk on it.
“You two switch that off for a second and drink your milk.”
“Okay mum,” said the older child, and put the controller down. The younger child George
copied his older brother and took a glass of hot milk.
“Mmmm,” said Steven. Emma smiled.
“Thank you mummy,” said George.
“Do you want a story tonight?” Both boys nodded vigorously and smiled. Emma knew there
were various modern-day devices that would read stories to children, but she still found it
more pleasant for her to read to the two boys herself.
Half an hour later, the story had finished and both boys were ready to sleep. “Night mum,”
said Steven with his eyes half closed. He got up and went to his bedroom next door.
Emma looked at George. He was already fast asleep, and she bent over and kissed his
forehead.
“Night sweet prince,” she whispered softly.
George…. George…George….
George opened his sleepy eyes. What?
George…George…George…
“Who’s that?” he whispered.
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George… it’s me Charlie…
Charlie was my invisible pretend friend when I was four.
Come to me, George…
But you’re not real, Charlie. Mother told me so. Charlie never spoke back to me before…
George come to me…come to me…
George slipped out of bed, his pulse racing and mouth dry. He followed the voice.
It’s coming from the room that the caretaker said Uncle Albert slept in.
George pushed open the large wooden door, and instantly he saw it, the room was dark but
George noticed a bright light from the mirror.
Come to me, George…
George walked over to the mirror; in it he saw piles and piles of his favourite sweets.
All these sweets just for you, George.
George now stood in front of the mirror. There’s something not right.
He turned to look at the door he had just come through. A faint light gleamed from the
landing. Then he looked at the sweets again.
He put out his hand and picked up a bag of chocolate nuts. He opened the packet and started
to eat.
There’s more George…All for you…Lots and lots…
George stepped through into the mirror.

The next morning at the breakfast table, Steven was playing with his computer tablet.
“What’s that?” asked George.
“What? It’s my tablet, dummy.” Steven looked confused. “You’ve seen me use this a
thousand times.”
George kept quiet. After breakfast George remained silent for several minutes. He then got up
and left the room.
“Dad…” whispered Steven.
“What, Steven?” asked Gavin puzzled.
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There’s something not quite right today, Steven thought. There’s a strange smell coming
from George.
“Dad, there’s something wrong with George.”
“What?”
“George smells funny.”
Gavin had noticed a strange odour around George also. “Steven, I don’t have time to discuss
it now. I’ve got to go to work.”
Gavin picked up his briefcase and headed out the front door.
Steven knew his mother was still in bed as she was having one of her usual ‘sick days.’ She
suffered from migraines on a regular basis. So with nothing to do Steven went to see what
George was doing. He was in Uncle Albert’s bedroom, standing in front of the mirror.
“George, what are you doing?”
“I’m talking to Charlie.”
“Charlie? Your childhood pretend friend?”
“He’s not a pretend friend, he’s real.”
“George, you’re not messing me about, are you?” Steven now was genuinely confused.
“No, I’m not. He’s real. He’s told me that he’s going to come for you tonight.”
“George, you’re a moron,” Steven said, angry and confused.
“What’s a more-ron?”
“Doesn’t matter.” Steven thought he’d just seen a face in the mirror, but when he looked
again it was gone.
No…Couldn’t have been, I must have imagined it…
Steven left the room and went to play on the games console.

Later that night Steven was playing on the games console in George’s room. He would be
glad when his mum eventually came up with their usual glass of hot milk.
Steven thought, George has been acting strangely all day, not saying anything. He’s spent
most of the day just staring into that stupid mirror and the rest of the day whispering to
himself.
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Their mum walked into the room with a tray of hot milk. Steven took one but George
remained silent hiding under his covers.
“George, come get your hot milk.”
“I don’t want any milk.”
His mum sat down on his bed. “What’s wrong, George? Why don’t you want your milk?”
“I can’t say, mum. Charlie told me not to say anything.”
“Charlie your invisible pretend friend?”
George nodded.
“Mmmm….” His mum put her hand on his forehead to feel his temperature but it was
normal.
“Okay, George…” Emma was genuinely puzzled. He hasn’t talked about Charlie in years.
Why now? “If you don’t want your milk…that’s fine.”
“And I don’t want a story tonight either.”
Steven put down the controller and looked over to George’s bed.
I’m worried. George loves stories even more then me?
“I’m going to sleep now.” George pulled the bed covers over his face and turned to face the
wall.
“Mum I don’t want a story either tonight,” said Steven.
Emma was genuinely perplexed by the behaviour of her children. What’s wrong with George
and what’s that funny odour in his room?

Steven awoke. For a second he was confused and puzzled as to what had awoken him. He
nearly screamed out loud, but caught his breath just in time. Then he looked again to make
sure his eyes weren’t deceiving him.
“Come on Steven, Charlie wants to meet you.”
“What are you doing?” Steven scratched the back of his head. “You gave me the fright of my
life.”
“Come on, Steven. Charlie wants to meet you,” repeated George.
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Feeling more curious then angry or afraid Steven climbed out of bed. He followed George to
Uncle Albert’s bedroom and soon found himself staring at the mirror.
Step through, young man…
“Charlie?” asked Steven.
Step through, young man. It’s so nice to meet you. George has been telling me all about you.

The next morning Gavin was in his usual rush to get to work. He’d made his children
breakfast as Emma was still in bed with another migraine.
What’s wrong with these two this morning? Steven and George sat at the table eating their
breakfast without making a sound.
No arguing…No shouting…no interest in the computer tablet…nothing? What’s wrong with
them?
He looked at his watch. Damn, I’m going to be late for my practice again. I don’t have time
now but tonight I will discuss the matter with Emma.

Later that evening Gavin arrived back from work. That’s odd. Normally everyone welcomes
me when I get back.
He entered the house, but found no sign of his wife or children. “Emma darling!” No reply...
“Boys I’m back!” Nothing again.
He walked through the house and found himself in Uncle Albert’s bedroom. The room was
dark in shadow. He pressed the light switch and was shaken when the bulb exploded with a
buzz.
It was dark outside now on this cold November night. It’s unnaturally cold in this room.
He felt goose bumps on the back of his neck. What’s that? A strange light coming from the
large mirror on the wall. He walked over to the mirror.
“Gavin.”
What the heck! He saw his wife and children staring at him from the mirror.
“Gavin it’s us.” The voice was slightly deeper than normal. “Come to us Gavin...”
His wife held out her hand, beckoning him. He heard a slithering noise that a snake might
make. Instantly he felt great danger.
“No…this can’t be right.” He took a step back.
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His wife and children were suddenly pushed aside by two large claw-like hands. Gavin then
saw a sight that he would never forget. A dark snake like figure confronted him. The top part
of the body was scaly and he saw a large snakes face. The bottom part of the body was like
that of a long, thick elongated snake.
In the background he saw his family, tears running down their cheeks.
“He’s trapped us, Gavin!” cried his wife.
“Daddy! Please help us!” cried his children.
Gavin was about to step through into the mirror when he suddenly felt a presence to his right.
Uncle Albert! Gavin saw a ghostly white figure of his elderly now dead relative.
“Don’t step into the mirror! He will kill you, like he has already killed me and your family.”
What the heck!
“Run Gavin! Run like you’re never ran before and don’t look back.” Gavin felt the blood
drain from his face and his body turn white with fright.

“Pops, you expect me to believe a crazy story like that?”
Gavin was angry now. He had told his story at the behest of this tattooed pierced freak and
now the weirdo was throwing it back in his face. “I told you you wouldn’t believe me.”
Gavin looked down at the floor.
“Pops, you’re in the right place.” The young man walked away, looking for something else to
interest him in the dull as hell mental ward.
A young woman who had too much make up on had been sitting close by. Gavin hadn’t
noticed her as she had been so quite but she had heard everything. The young woman got up
and came closer.
“I believe you,” she said and tapped his shoulder. The gesture was slightly comforting and it
brought tears to Gavin’s eyes. She then turned away, as she did so, she pulled out a small
hand mirror and looked at her make up.
Gavin glanced at the mirror. He felt the colour drain from his face. The figure he had seen on
that night…the night his family had disappeared confronted him.
He screamed and screamed; the psych nurses grabbed him and took him to the robust room.
He felt the sharp needle tip as they injected him with a fast-acting sedative. He screamed and
was still screaming hours later when the doctors swapped shifts.
THE END
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ZEIGARNIK’S KITCHEN by Steve Laker
People are better when remembering the actions they didn’t complete. Every action has
potential energy, which can torture its creator when stored. Release is the metaphorical
pressure cooker letting off steam, a camel’s broken back, or a reject pink robot with
Tourette’s.
Frenchie was made in China, and one of the Pink Ladies’ range of android personal
assistants. Designed as helpers for the aged, vulnerable and lonely, the Pink Ladies could
help around the home, both practically and intellectually.
Frenchie’s AI had objected to gender labelling, when “she” realised she lacked genitals, and
the Tourette Syndrome diagnosis was made: “Artificial fucking alignment is what it is.
Fuck.”
Now waiting tables in Infana Kolonia (Esperanto for “Infant colony”), Frenchie approached a
couple seated in a booth.
“Good evening, how may I,” she twitched her neck, “Fuck you!”, and her pink LED eyes
blinked from her tilted head: ;-/, a closed eye with the hint of pink tears behind her
spectacles, held together with pink Elastoplast. “Drinks?” she asked, pushing her glasses up,
“Fuck it!” She fumbled with her order pad. “For you sir? Combover!” 8-|
“I’ll have a whisky please, a double, on the rocks.”
“Okay, number 80. And madam? PleaseBeCarefulWhenYouGetHome.” 8-/
“Sorry?”
“Sorry, it just comes out. BadCardigan. To drink?” 8-)
“Should you be working here?”
“Who’s the judge?” 8-/
“Pardon?”
“Sorry madam, management algorithms. To drink? Cyanide?” 8-)
“Er, number...” the lady looked over the menu, “...number 33.”
“Very well. I’ll be back with your drinks. HopeYouDrown” 8-)
Frenchie shuffled towards the bar, then turned and trundled back.
“Can I take your order sir, madam?” 8-|
“But we just ordered drinks,” the man replied.
“For food?” Frenchie looked at her notepad. B-)
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“I’ll have the soup,” the man said.
“Me too,” the lady concurred.
“Very well,” Frenchie jotted on her pad, “two soups.” 8-) Then she turned and walked back
to the bar, “One sociopath, and one supplicant...”
She stumbled through the double doors to the kitchen, blowing the misty oil away as she
wiped her lenses. 8-0
“Frenchie!” Jade looked down. His golden smile extended through his body through
Frenchie’s pink, plastered eyes. To her AI, he was raw elements. She blinked up at him
through her misted tortoiseshell windows. q-/ “Are you keeping your inner self in out there,
Frenchie?”
Frenchie cleared her throat, and wondered why she did that. b-( “Erm,” she started, “no. Fuck
it!”
“Splendid behaviour,” Jade smiled. “Be yourself out there, my person. That’s why people
come here, to meet people. Anyone don’t like that, they not welcome.”
‘Au, 79,’ Frankie thought. “Drinks, and soups. Fuck! Yes, thank you. Parp!” 8-)
Extractor fans in the roof began sucking the old oil from the kitchen, as the machine below
started belching lunch. Cogs and gears clunked, cookware clattered, and polished brass organ
pipes parped, like a living machine, a visiting craft playing a five-tone melody. Pink Ladies
rushed, bumped into things (and each other), cursed, and dropped utensils (and food).
Frenchie’s friend Sandy wandered from the spiced steam, carrying a tray, a subdued yellow
droid, looking at her feet as she bumped heads with her friend. She looked up at Frenchie,
“For you?” :-(
“No, for customers. Arses!” 8-/
“Okay. Tell world hi. Bye.” :-(
Frenchie wafted into the bar in a pink puff of steam, leaving the brass and wind orchestra in
the kitchen. The room was perfumed by vapers—people making vapours—first jasmine, then
the seaside, and cannabis. She wondered why she thought about all this with memories.
“Your order, sir, madam.” B-/
“Thank you,” the cardigan said. “What’s your name?”
“Frenchie?” |-/
“Thanks Frenchie.”
“Welcome...” P-] ‘I found a new way to smile :-)’
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Frenchie repeated to herself, as she fumbled through the vapers, ‘A new way to smile, :-),
where did that come from? :-/’
“Sandy,” she called, as she carried her tray through the pipes and cauldrons, “Look.” Sandy
looked at her feet. “No,” Frenchie said, “you need to look up. I found a new way to smile. All
I have to do is tilt my head, see?” :-D
“Why did you take your glasses off?” :-[
“Because they were put there by someone else. I always knew I’d see more without them.
And besides, they can fall off my head when I tilt it to one side.” :-D
“And that’s funny?” :-/
“Only if you look at it a certain way.” 8-D “Wanna go home?”
“Okay.” :-)
© Steve Laker, 2017.
THE END
Now available from Steve Laker:

Cyrus Song
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SUPERNATURAL HORROR IN LITERATURE by HP Lovecraft
VII. Edgar Allan Poe
In the eighteen-thirties occurred a literary dawn directly affecting not only the history of the
weird tale, but that of short fiction as a whole; and indirectly moulding the trends and
fortunes of a great European aesthetic school. It is our good fortune as Americans to be able
to claim that dawn as our own, for it came in the person of our illustrious and unfortunate
fellow-countryman Edgar Allan Poe. Poe’s fame has been subject to curious undulations, and
it is now a fashion amongst the “advanced intelligentsia” to minimise his importance both as
an artist and as an influence; but it would be hard for any mature and reflective critic to deny
the tremendous value of his work and the pervasive potency of his mind as an opener of
artistic vistas. True, his type of outlook may have been anticipated; but it was he who first
realised its possibilities and gave it supreme form and systematic expression. True also, that
subsequent writers may have produced greater single tales than his; but again we must
comprehend that it was only he who taught them by example and precept the art which they,
having the way cleared for them and given an explicit guide, were perhaps able to carry to
greater lengths. Whatever his limitations, Poe did that which no one else ever did or could
have done; and to him we owe the modern horror-story in its final and perfected state.
Before Poe the bulk of weird writers had worked largely in the dark; without an
understanding of the psychological basis of the horror appeal, and hampered by more or less
of conformity to certain empty literary conventions such as the happy ending, virtue
rewarded, and in general a hollow moral didacticism, acceptance of popular standards and
values, and striving of the author to obtrude his own emotions into the story and take sides
with the partisans of the majority’s artificial ideas. Poe, on the other hand, perceived the
essential impersonality of the real artist; and knew that the function of creative fiction is
merely to express and interpret events and sensations as they are, regardless of how they tend
or what they prove—good or evil, attractive or repulsive, stimulating or depressing—with the
author always acting as a vivid and detached chronicler rather than as a teacher, sympathiser,
or vendor of opinion. He saw clearly that all phases of life and thought are equally eligible as
subject-matter for the artist, and being inclined by temperament to strangeness and gloom,
decided to be the interpreter of those powerful feeling, and frequent happenings which attend
pain rather than pleasure, decay rather than growth, terror rather than tranquillity, and which
are fundamentally either adverse or indifferent to the tastes and traditional outward
sentiments of mankind, and to the health, sanity, and normal expansive welfare of the species.
Poe’s spectres thus acquired a convincing malignity possessed by none of their predecessors,
and established a new standard of realism in the annals of literary horror. The impersonal and
artistic intent, moreover, was aided by a scientific attitude not often found before; whereby
Poe studied the human mind rather than the usages of Gothic fiction, and worked with an
analytical knowledge of terror’s true sources which doubled the force of his narratives and
emancipated him from all the absurdities inherent in merely conventional shudder-coining.
This example having been set, later authors were naturally forced to conform to it in order to
compete at all; so that in this way a definite change began to affect the main stream of
macabre writing. Poe, too, set a fashion in consummate craftsmanship; and although today
some of his own work seems slightly melodramatic and unsophisticated, we can constantly
trace his influence in such things as the maintenance of a single mood and achievement of a
single impression in a tale, and the rigorous paring down of incidents to such as have a direct
bearing on the plot and will figure prominently in the climax. Truly may it be said that Poe
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invented the short story in its present form. His elevation of disease, perversity, and decay to
the level of artistically expressible themes was likewise infinitely far-reaching in effect; for
avidly seized, sponsored, and intensified by his eminent French admirer Charles Pierre
Baudelaire, it became the nucleus of the principal aesthetic movements in France, thus
making Poe in a sense the father of the Decadents and the Symbolists.
Poet and critic by nature and supreme attainment, logician and philosopher by taste and
mannerism, Poe was by no means immune from defects and affectations. His pretence to
profound and obscure scholarship, his blundering ventures in stilted and laboured pseudohumour, and his often-vitriolic outbursts of critical prejudice must all be recognised and
forgiven. Beyond and above them, and dwarfing them to insignificance, was a master’s vision
of the terror that stalks about and within us, and the worm that writhes and slavers in the
hideously close abyss. Penetrating to every festering horror in the gaily painted mockery
called existence, and in the solemn masquerade called human thought and feelings that vision
had power to project itself in blackly magical crystallisations and transmutations; till there
bloomed in the sterile America of the ‘thirties and ‘forties such a moon-nourished garden of
gorgeous poison fungi as not even the nether slope of Saturn might boast. Verses and tales
alike sustain the burthen of cosmic panic. The raven whose noisome beak pierces the heart,
the ghouls that toll iron bells in pestilential steeples, the vault of Ulalume in the black
October night, the shocking spires and domes under the sea, the “wild, weird clime that lieth,
sublime, out of Space—out of Time”—all these things and more leer at us amidst maniacal
rattlings in the seething nightmare of the poetry. And in the prose there yawn open for us the
very jaws of the pit—inconceivable abnormalities slyly hinted into a horrible half-knowledge
by words whose innocence we scarcely doubt till the cracked tension of the speaker’s hollow
voice bids us fear their nameless implications; daemoniac patterns and presences slumbering
noxiously till waked for one phobic instant into a shrieking revelation that cackles itself to
sudden madness or explodes in memorable and cataclysmic echoes. A Witches’ Sabbath of
horror flinging off decorous robes is flashed before us—a sight the more monstrous because
of the scientific skill with which every particular is marshalled and brought into an easy
apparent relation to the known gruesomeness of material life.
Poe’s tales, of course, fall into several classes; some of which contain a purer essence of
spiritual horror than others. The tales of logic and ratiocination, forerunners of the modern
detective story, are not to be included at all in weird literature; whilst certain others, probably
influenced considerably by Hoffmann, possess an extravagance which relegates them to the
borderline of the grotesque. Still a third group deal with abnormal psychology and
monomania in such a way as to express terror but not weirdness. A substantial residuum,
however, represent the literature of supernatural horror in its acutest form; and give their
author a permanent and unassailable place as deity and fountain-head of all modern diabolic
fiction. Who can forget the terrible swollen ship poised on the billow-chasm’s edge in “MS.
Found in a Bottle”—the dark intimations of her unhallowed age and monstrous growth, her
sinister crew of unseeing greybeards, and her frightful southward rush under full sail through
the ice of the Antarctic night, sucked onward by some resistless devil-current toward a vortex
of eldritch enlightenment which must end in destruction? Then there is the unutterable “M.
Valdemar”, kept together by hypnotism for seven months after his death, and uttering frantic
sounds but a moment before the breaking of the spell leaves him “a nearly liquid mass of
loathsome—of detestable putrescence”. In the Narrative of A. Gordon Pym the voyagers
reach first a strange south polar land of murderous savages where nothing is white and where
vast rocky ravines have the form of titanic Egyptian letters spelling terrible primal arcana of
earth; and thereafter a still more mysterious realm where everything is white, and where
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shrouded giants and snowy-plumed birds guard a cryptic cataract of mist which empties from
immeasurable celestial heights into a torrid milky sea. “Metzengerstein” horrifies with its
malign hints of a monstrous metempsychosis—the mad nobleman who burns the stable of his
hereditary foe; the colossal unknown horse that issues from the blazing building after the
owner has perished therein; the vanishing bit of ancient tapestry where was shewn the giant
horse of the victim’s ancestor in the Crusades; the madman’s wild and constant riding on the
great horse, and his fear and hatred of the steed; the meaningless prophecies that brood
obscurely over the warring houses; and finally, the burning of the madman’s palace and the
death therein of the owner, borne helpless into the flames and up the vast staircases astride
the beast he has ridden so strangely. Afterward the rising smoke of the ruins takes the form of
a gigantic horse. “The Man of the Crowd”, telling of one who roams day and night to mingle
with streams of people as if afraid to be alone, has quieter effects, but implies nothing less of
cosmic fear. Poe’s mind was never far from terror and decay, and we see in every tale, poem,
and philosophical dialogue a tense eagerness to fathom unplumbed wells of night, to pierce
the veil of death, and to reign in fancy as lord of the frightful mysteries of time and space.
Certain of Poe’s tales possess an almost absolute perfection of artistic form which makes
them veritable beacon-lights in the province of the short story. Poe could, when he wished,
give to his prose a richly poetic cast; employing that archaic and Orientalised style with
jewelled phrase, quasi-Biblical repetition, and recurrent burthen so successfully used by later
writers like Oscar Wilde and Lord Dunsany; and in the cases where he has done this we have
an effect of lyrical phantasy almost narcotic in essence—an opium pageant of dream in the
language of dream, with every unnatural colour and grotesque image bodied forth in a
symphony of corresponding sound. “The Masque of the Red Death”, “Silence—A Fable”,
and “Shadow—A Parable” are assuredly poems in every sense of the word save the metrical
one, and owe as much of their power to aural cadence as to visual imagery. But it is in two of
the less openly poetic tales, “Ligeia” and “The Fall of the House of Usher”—especially the
latter—that one finds those very summits of artistry whereby Poe takes his place at the head
of fictional miniaturists. Simple and straightforward in plot, both of these tales owe their
supreme magic to the cunning development which appears in the selection and collocation of
every least incident. “Ligeia” tells of a first wife of lofty and mysterious origin, who after
death returns through a preternatural force of will to take possession of the body of a second
wife; imposing even her physical appearance on the temporary reanimated corpse of her
victim at the last moment. Despite a suspicion of prolixity and topheaviness, the narrative
reaches its terrific climax with relentless power. “Usher”, whose superiority in detail and
proportion is very marked, hints shudderingly of obscure life in inorganic things, and displays
an abnormally linked trinity of entities at the end of a long and isolated family history—a
brother, his twin sister, and their incredibly ancient house all sharing a single soul and
meeting one common dissolution at the same moment.
These bizarre conceptions, so awkward in unskilful hands, become under Poe’s spell living
and convincing terrors to haunt our nights; and all because the author understood so perfectly
the very mechanics and physiology of fear and strangeness—the essential details to
emphasise, the precise incongruities and conceits to select as preliminaries or concomitants to
horror, the exact incidents and allusions to throw out innocently in advance as symbols or
prefigurings of each major step toward the hideous denouement to come, the nice adjustments
of cumulative force and the unerring accuracy in linkage of parts which make for faultless
unity throughout and thunderous effectiveness at the climactic moment, the delicate nuances
of scenic and landscape value to select in establishing and sustaining the desired mood and
vitalising the desired illusion—principles of this kind, and dozens of obscurer ones too
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elusive to be described or even fully comprehended by any ordinary commentator.
Melodrama and unsophistication there may be—we are told of one fastidious Frenchman who
could not bear to read Poe except in Baudelaire’s urbane and Gallically modulated
translation—but all traces of such things are wholly overshadowed by a potent and inborn
sense of the spectral, the morbid, and the horrible which gushed forth from every cell of the
artist’s creative mentality and stamped his macabre work with the ineffaceable mark of
supreme genius. Poe’s weird tales are alive in a manner that few others can ever hope to be.
Like most fantasistes, Poe excels in incidents and broad narrative effects rather than in
character drawing. His typical protagonist is generally a dark, handsome, proud, melancholy,
intellectual, highly sensitive, capricious, introspective, isolated, and sometimes slightly mad
gentleman of ancient family and opulent circumstances; usually deeply learned in strange
lore, and darkly ambitious of penetrating to forbidden secrets of the universe. Aside from a
high-sounding name, this character obviously derives little from the early Gothic novel; for
he is clearly neither the wooden hero nor the diabolical villain of Radcliffian or Ludovician
romance. Indirectly, however, he does possess a sort of genealogical connexion; since his
gloomy, ambitious, and anti-social qualities savour strongly of the typical Byronic hero, who
in turn is definitely an offspring of the Gothic Manfreds, Montonis, and Ambrosios. More
particular qualities appear to be derived from the psychology of Poe himself, who certainly
possessed much of the depression, sensitiveness, mad aspiration, loneliness, and extravagant
freakishness which he attributes to his haughty and solitary victims of Fate.
CONTINUES NEXT WEEK
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THE LAND BEYOND THE FOREST by Gavin Chappell
Percy looked worriedly at Gerald.
‘Are you talking about killing the king?’ he asked.
‘That’s what regicide means, Percy,’ Gerald said patiently. ‘And that’s what I mean.’
‘I know what it means, Gerald,’ Percy replied. He looked around the dank, gloomy dungeon
cell. ‘I just wonder if you do.’
‘I agree with Gerald,’ said Lady Candida, leaning forward. ‘Name of Tesh! My people have
wanted to slay the king since the Great Schism and the beginning of the Days of Evil. Kings
were powers for good before they turned to evil ways. Since the schism between the
Templars and the Paladins, they have been a rotting canker, a thorn in the kingdom’s flesh,
leading a horde of pillagers and bandits who masquerade under the good name of knights. It
is fitting that they should die, and their dynasty end.’
‘Yeah, but it’s not just the king, is it?’ Percy insisted. ‘He’s up there in the banqueting hall,
surrounded by all his men. And they’re mean bastards, like you say, milady.’
‘Especially the one they call the Bastard,’ said Gerald with a laugh.
‘I think we should do it,’ Norman broke in suddenly. ‘I agree with milady. It’s time the kings
were wiped out. It’s wrong that they should wander round Riparia raping and pillaging like a
barbarian horde.’
Brian grunted at this but said nothing.
Percy sighed. ‘It’s not our problem!’ he exclaimed. ‘The Riparians should band together and
fight back. It’s their fault for putting up with this.’
‘What do you think, Brian?’ Gerald said. ‘And you, major domo? And Lord Gurak?’
Their companions had not spoken since he had made his suggestion. Brian’s reply was
predictable. ‘I think we should fight them all!’
The major domo was more hesitant. ‘The king had his grace hanged without reason,’ he
murmured. ‘And her grace the duchess, they... they flogged her to death! I’m no fighter, no
adventurer. But I want to see justice done.’
Even in the dim light of the dungeon, Percy could see that he was trembling.
Lord Gurak spoke next. ‘I’m not so sure,’ he said. ‘I agree with Percy. We should consider
this course, youngling. Indeed, it seems an opportunity we should not miss. But we would
have to fight our way through the king’s guards, and they are many.’
‘He’s right there, Gerald,’ said Percy.
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Gerald gave a sulky shrug. ‘We could do it like we killed the wizard Neelex. He was in the
middle of a barbarian horde.’ He shot a look at Lord Gurak. ‘We’re not completely unused to
this kind of thing. The city fathers of Kashamash sent us on a mission to assassinate the
barbarian warlord who besieged their city.’
‘Yeah, and what did we do?’ Percy crowed. ‘Killed the wrong guy—and that was after he’d
blown a hole in the city walls! What’s more, we let the real warlord escape.’
‘Okay! But we could kill the king like we killed Neelex,’ Gerald said. ‘With a crossbow
bolt.’
‘Ye- e -es...’ said Percy doubtfully. ‘I suppose we could, if we could get into a position where
we could shoot the bastard.’
‘Good, it’s settled then,’ said Gerald, standing up.
‘Hang on!’ Percy said. ‘It’s not settled at all. How are we going to do it? We’ll need a
crossbow and at least one bolt!’
‘Only one,’ Lady Candida corrected him. ‘We won’t get a second chance.’
‘We won’t get a first chance without thinking it through,’ Percy said. ‘Oi! You! What’s your
name? We can’t just keep calling you “major domo”.’
‘Me?’ said the little man in surprise. ‘Why, my name is Erith.’
‘Okay, Erith, you’re from round these parts,’ said Gerald. ‘How are we going to kill the
king?’
‘We could obtain a crossbow and bolts from the armoury,’ Erith replied.
‘And how do we get into the armoury?’ Percy asked impatiently. Erith jingled his big keyring
in reply and Percy felt stupid.
‘Okay, what about shooting the king, then?’ he added. ‘How are we going to get into a
position where we can kill him without his men killing us straight after, if not sooner?’
Erith was silent for a moment. Then he smacked his brow. The sound echoed from the dank
walls of the dungeon like a pistol shot.
‘The minstrels’ gallery,’ he said. ‘The assassin enters the minstrels’ gallery and shoots down
into the banqueting hall.’
‘They’ll have to be a good shot,’ Percy pointed out.
‘I’ll take care of that,’ said Lady Candida determinedly. ‘Major domo,’ she added. ‘Erith.
Will you open the door? We must go to the armoury.’
‘At once, milady,’ Erith replied. He moved over to the door. A moment later it creaked open,
letting in the ruddy light of the carbuncle. Immediately, Gerald started organising people.
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‘Erith, you’re at the front because you know the way. Brian, Lord Gurak, you’re our best
fighters. You protect him. Percy, you and Lady Candida go at the back. I don’t want guards
sneaking up on us.’
‘And where are you going to be, mighty leader?’ Percy asked sarcastically.
‘In the middle,’ said Gerald, as if it was obvious. ‘Where I can keep an eye on the whole lot
of you.’
They got moving. In a little line, they passed out into the red-lit passage and made their way
up the spiral staircase, weapons at the ready. However much they tried to keep quiet, their
footsteps boomed and echoed from the rough castle walls. Gerald was relieved when they
reached ground level and stepped out into the main keep.
They were in a deserted, tapestry-hung chamber, with two passages leading off in opposite
directions. He could hear the sound of feasting some way off.
‘Where’s the armoury?’ he asked Erith.
‘I’ll show you,’ the major domo replied. ‘Down this passage.’
Erith led the way up the right-hand passage to a heavy door some yards from the chamber. It
was scored and pitted with recent axe cuts and it looked as if someone had tried to break it
down.
‘Solid oak,’ said Erith, patting the heavy door affectionately. He inspected the lock critically.
It looked like someone had tried to pick it with a dagger. He slid a key from his ring into the
lock and turned it.
The door sprang open. Inside were racks upon racks of arms and armour. They rushed inside
to grab what they could. Brian gave a low growl of triumph as he found his bastard sword.
Gerald took a sword and a small shield that Lady Candida called a buckler. Her ladyship had
taken a crossbow and one bolt, as well as the weapons that had been taken from her on
capture.
‘Okay, I want you lot’—Gerald indicated his school-friends and Lord Gurak—’to make your
way towards the courtyard. If you see any guards, try not to get in a fight or do anything
that’ll attract attention.’
‘Wait a minute!’ said Percy. ‘What are you going to do?’
‘I’m going with Lady Candida and Erith,’ Gerald replied. ‘Erith’s going to lead us to the
minstrels’ gallery. Lady Candida is going to shoot the king. You lot are going to keep out of
the way and when we’re coming back you’ll clear a path for us into the castle courtyard so
we can escape.’
‘We want to come with you,’ Norman objected.
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‘The amount of noise we made coming up those stairs,’ said Gerald, ‘it’s a surprise no one’s
come looking already. Safety isn’t in numbers on this job. You lot get as close as you can to
the outside without drawing attention to yourselves. Go on!’
Percy looked about to argue when Lord Gurak laid a hand on his arm.
‘Come,’ he said. ‘Gerald’s right.’
Looking unhappy, the three youths followed Lord Gurak back up the passage.
‘Just the three of us now,’ remarked Gerald. Lady Candida smiled warmly.
Erith led them through torch-lit corridors towards the sound of the feast. They turned a corner
and ducked back, seeing two men-at-arms on guards outside a large open door, from which
spilled firelight and noise.
‘The minstrels’ gallery is above the doors,’ Erith told them.
‘How do we get in there?’ Gerald asked.
‘There is a narrow stairway through here,’ said Erith, pointing at a curtained alcove.
‘It’s not guarded,’ Lady Candida observed.
‘Well, that’s good, isn’t it,’ said Gerald. ‘Come on.’
He pushed through the curtain and made his way up a flight of steps. It was unlit but firelight
filtered down from the head of the stairway, as did the sound of merriment from the
banqueting hall. Lady Candida and Erith followed as he crept out into the dusty bare space of
the minstrels’ gallery. From where he crouched, he could see nothing of the hall below, only
the rafters of the roof.
Lady Candida touched his hand softly. A strange thrill ran through him. Old enough to be his
mum as she was, there was something very attractive about her.
‘Look!’ she whispered, pointing at the floor. For a moment, Gerald couldn’t see what she was
talking about. Then his eyes widened as he saw two fresh lines of footprints in the thick dust.
People had been up here recently.
‘Guards!’ Erith hissed. Gerald spun round.
‘Where?’ he demanded urgently.
Erith shook his head. ‘Not now,’ he said. ‘But a patrol must have been in here moments ago.’
‘Let’s hope they don’t return soon...’ Gerald began, but a roar from the banqueting hall below
interrupted him.
Gerald heard King Conactus’ high-pitched voice.
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‘Our new conjurer is a rare specimen,’ he shrilled. ‘Is that not so, my Bastard?’
‘Surely,’ came the Bastard’s voice. ‘Kalitkin is a marvel.’
‘Kalitkin?’ Gerald mouthed. He went to the edge of the gallery, where a high screen cut off
their view from the banqueting hall. He clicked his fingers at Erith. ‘You! Erith!’ he
whispered. ‘Give me a bunk-up.’
At first Erith didn’t seem to know what he meant and Gerald repeated his request with
actions. Erith made a stirrup of his hands and heaved Gerald up so that he just managed to
peep up over the top of the screen.
Gerald looked down upon a festive scene. Trestle tables lined the vast hall. Men-at-arms,
barbarians and knights sat at them, eating meat and bread and drinking red wine from goblets.
On a dais, where presumably Duke Dalimer would once have sat, was King Conactus
himself, still wearing his crown. Sitting on a footstool at the edge of the dais was the blackclad, cruel-faced Bastard, insouciantly gnawing a chicken bone while struggling with a
scantily-clad girl pinioned across his lap. Piled upon one table was a glowing pile of
carbuncles. The loot they had seized in ogre country.
Juggling with several lit torches was a figure Gerald remembered with hatred.
‘The conjurer Kalitkin...’ he breathed. The tall, bearded man still wore his robes and pointed
hat: the image of a wizard, although Gerald knew him to be little more than a fraud. Seemed
like he’d learnt some conjuring since their last meeting, even if it didn’t involve summoning
demons. But what was he doing in King Conactus’ entourage? Gerald had last seen him being
taken to Wishbone Village to face justice. Yet somehow he had wound up with the king. It
bore in upon Gerald that everywhere they had been through had also been visited by the
king... The implications of this were disturbing.
‘Enough!’ The king clapped his hands once and Kalitkin stopped in mid-caper, plucked the
torches from the air one by one, dousing each one by placing it in his own mouth. The third
one sparked and smoke rose from his beard. He patted it out violently.
‘Begone!’ snapped Conactus, and Kalitkin was hustled into a corner by two men-at-arms.
‘Listen, all ye knights, men-at-arms and warriors,’ said the king, ‘and listen, Bastard. Put the
duke’s daughter down! North of here lies the rebellious city of Trinovant, our goal. It is our
sworn intent to smash down its proud walls and levy upon its indolent merchants a tax that
they will not forget in a thousand years. Our host has grown ever larger as we have
conscripted men from the rebel duchies of these mountains, and earlier, when we defeated the
barbarians.
‘But in the hills nearby dwell truly fierce fighters—the ogres! Their wealth is what this duchy
is based upon, and their savagery is legend. I propose that we remain here for the nonce and
treat with the ogres, who are peaceful now, according to the duke’s daughter who my Bastard
has been... questioning. We have learnt all we can from this slip of a thing, who was well
versed in her father’s schemes...’
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Gerald looked down at Erith and nodded to him to let him down as the king continued
speaking. He’d heard and seen enough. Besides, Erith was wheezing.
‘Did you hear all that?’ he asked Lady Candida. She nodded grimly, and indicated her
crossbow, which was wound and ready to shoot its bolt.
‘Name of Tesh! We can’t let him lead his horde against Trinovant!’ she said. ‘Perhaps his
death will end this plot, but even still we must get to the city as fast as we can and warn them.
Lift me up, both of you.’
Gerald and Erith took a booted foot each and they heaved Lady Candida high in the air so she
rose above the line of the screen. As they did so, Gerald heard a clatter of feet from the steps
behind them. He turned slightly, and two men-at-arms entered the gallery, stopping in
surprise at the sight.
‘Milady!’ Gerald hissed.
Just as she fired her crossbow into the banqueting hall below, she heard him. She turned to
see the men-at-arms.
Gerald heard a distant cry from below, and he hoped hard that the bolt had hit the king. But
the men-at-arms were advancing, halberds levelled, and this had to take priority.
He let Lady Candida leap down, and then he drew his sword and raised his buckler. Erith, on
the far side of Lady Candida, was unarmed, while her ladyship herself was dropping her
crossbow as she prepared to draw her sword. The first man-at-arms lunged at her.
Clumsily, Gerald flung himself in the way. The point of the halberd sank cleanly, deeply, into
his unprotected left thigh and withdrew, bloodied. At the same moment, the other man-atarms thrust at Erith, who jumped about in a vain attempt to avoid the attack. This halberd
point entered his belly and at once blood gushed over his robes.
Lady Candida drew her sword. Gerald staggered back and collided with Erith. She whirled
round and as the first man-at-arms lunged for Gerald again, she brought her blade hacking
through his halberd. Looking in stunned stupefaction at the haft that remained in his hand, he
didn’t see Lady Candida’s backhand lunge until it was too late. The blade skewered him in
the throat.
Gerald fell on top of Erith. Putting a hand out to push himself up, he touched something hot
and sticky and wet. He turned to look in horror at the fresh blood that stained his entire
shield-arm. His apology died in the throat as he saw that the little man was beyond all
worries.
A blur of movement from above made him roll painfully to one side. The surviving man-atarms plunged his halberd, not into Gerald as he had obviously been intending, but deep into
the corpse. He tried to tug it back out and Lady Candida spun on her heel. Her sword glittered
as she cut the man down.
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She put out a hand to help Gerald. He accepted it, but staggered the moment he was standing.
Dropping his buckler, he felt at the wound in his thigh. He almost fainted as he realised how
deep it was. Again he staggered. Lady Candida seized him again.
In the distance he could hear voices, booming up from below. Angry voices, yet jubilant
voices as well. But he couldn’t make them out very well; they seemed to be coming from the
bottom of a deep well.
‘My father is dead—long live the Bastard!’ he heard, but that made no sense to him.
Again he staggered.
‘We’d better be leaving here before they come after us...’ Lady Candida’s voice was also
strangely distant and reverberated oddly. She held him up and they went down the steps to
the passage below.
Less than a minute had passed since Lady Candida fired her crossbow into the banqueting
hall.

‘What’s happening?’ Percy whispered to the others.
They had been hiding in Duke Dalimer’s office, which looked out onto the main passage. In
the direction of the courtyard, they knew, guards were waiting in disciplined silence. Deeper
inside the keep, a hubbub of merriment had changed into roars of vengeful anger, briefly
interspersed with the sound of fighting.
‘What’s happening in there?’ Percy’s question was echoed by a bellow from one of the
guards. Running footsteps came down the passage from deeper within the keep. Then the
guards came charging in from the gate.
‘Quick!’ cried Lord Gurak. He led them all into the passage.
The guards had not been expecting this sneak attack from such an unexpected quarter; the
adventurers had concealed themselves in the office without attracting any attention. Percy
and the others waded into the four guards. As they did so, Percy saw Lady Candida running
up the passage towards them, dragging a blood-soaked, semi-conscious Gerald.
She propped him against the wall, drew her sword and joined them. Outnumbered, after a
brief, bloody skirmish the guards all lay dead on the flagstones.
‘Lady Candida!’ said Lord Gurak. ‘What happened? Where is Erith? What is wrong with
Gerald?’
Lady Candida was about to answer when they heard the thunder of many feet behind her.
Before Lord Gurak could ask any more, she seized Gerald and sprinted for the main gates. As
the first of the pursuing men-at-arms rounded the corner, the others turned and ran after her,
leaving behind them the corpses of the guards.
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They broke out into the evening light of the courtyard. Fire still illuminated the town beyond
the castle walls and the king’s chariot and the other vehicles still stood in the middle of the
courtyard, their horses tended by grooms, including the cart containing the mortal remains of
Duke Dalimer and his wife. Looking up in horror at the approaching fugitives, the grooms
dropped the horses’ reins and fled.
Lord Gurak caught one horse by the bridle, calmed it, then did the same with another. Lady
Candida laid Gerald down in the king’s chariot then helped Lord Gurak attach the traces to
the horses he had caught. Percy and the others watched the entrance to the keep, swords
drawn.
‘What are you doing?’ Percy asked over his shoulder. ‘Shouldn’t we be getting out of here?’
Even as he spoke, the men-at-arms, with the black-clad Bastard at their head, burst out into
the courtyard.
‘Up here!’ Lady Candida stepped up onto the chariot and took the reins. Lord Gurak took her
side and the three youths scrambled up into the back where Gerald’s semi-comatose form lay.
Percy saw that severed heads still hung from the front of the chariot. He recognized one as
Duke Hexenwald.
‘Stop them!’ shouted the Bastard as the chariot trundled round, led by the two horses, and
drove with gathering pace towards the gatehouse. ‘To horse, men! To horse...!’
His shouts receded as the chariot rumbled under the arch of the gatehouse and burst out into
the fire-lit square beyond town gates. The king had selected his horses for speed, Percy
realised. They were fast!
Roaming bands of barbarians, weighed down with loot, paused as the chariot passed. They
raised their fists in salute, obviously thinking that it was the king. Good thing it was near
dark, Percy thought.
When they reached the gatehouse, the guards swung open the gates as quickly as they could,
and the chariot drove through unhindered.
‘They’re going to get well-bollocked when the Bastard catches up,’ he observed.
‘Not the Bastard,’ called Lady Candida from up ahead, where she was expertly guiding the
two horses down the road. ‘That was the new king of Riparia!’
They hit the paving stones of the king’s highway and turned left, towards the end of the
valley where the pine forest was visible against the evening sky.
‘You killed Conactus?’ Percy looked back towards Ogres’ Gate worriedly. He knew that the
knights of the king—whoever was king right now—would be after them in no time.
‘I slew him,’ Lady Candida called, still intent on urging the horses onwards. She cracked a
whip and they strained at their harnesses. ‘I avenged House Lady Candida and the entire
Templar Order for all the indignities it suffered at the hands of his forebears. Then we were
attacked by guards. They slew Erith and almost killed Gerald.’
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She paused to catch her breath, then continued. ‘As soon as we can we will have to stop. This
bouncing will not be good for your friend. It would be best if we found somewhere he could
rest.’
‘Hard, with the king’s men after us,’ Percy shouted.
Lady Candida looked back at him, her eyes wide.
‘Even harder,’ she said, ‘when we are duty-bound to ride like the wind to Trinovant.’
‘Why’s that?’ Percy asked. They were nearing the eaves of the pine forest.
‘That is where they hope to strike next,’ she told him, ‘although no doubt they will spend
time pillaging the Duchy of Overwold. We must warn them, too.’
‘Shit,’ said Percy. He was torn between making sure that Gerald was looked after and getting
the message through.
‘Perhaps we will be able to enlist the Duke of Overwold and his men,’ said Lord Gurak
darkly.
Percy heard the distant pounding of many hoofs drifting on the night air. He turned to see,
far-off, a troop of mailed knights riding out from Ogres’ Gate.
But even as he watched, the chariot drove into the dark forest. The valley vanished from his
sight as they turned a bend in the road.

Gerald awoke to find himself lying between fresh sheets, gazing glazedly up at a whitewashed ceiling. Morning sunlight streamed in through a mullioned window. He felt rested
and refreshed, and for a while he just lay there, luxuriating in the fresh, lavender-scented
sheets, the softness of the featherbed, the sunlight from the window. It felt like the start of the
Christmas holidays; despite the sun, there was a chill in the air. Still, nothing bad could
happen. Looked like he didn’t have to get up. Suited him.
He tried to roll over onto his front. Immediately a stabbing pain shot through him, radiating
from his left thigh.
Memories poured back into his mind. The assassination attempt on the king. The fight with
the guards. How he got in the way of a thrust meant for Lady Candida. He lifted the sheet and
saw that beneath it he was naked apart from the bandages that bound his thigh. A small spot
of red appeared in the fresh linen even as he watched. He lay back with a groan.
A small door in the left-hand wall opened. Lady Candida stepped through, followed by the
boys, and then Lord Gurak, who had to stoop to fit through. At his side was a pale-skinned,
fair-haired girl about Gerald’s age.
Lady Candida rushed to Gerald’s side.
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‘Name of Tesh! You’re awake!’ she exclaimed, kneeling on the floor beside the bed. ‘I’m so
glad! I wanted to thank you before I went.’
‘Thank me?’ Gerald asked. Lady Candida leaned forward in a waft of scent, and pecked
Gerald on the cheek. A delightful shudder went through Gerald’s body.
‘Had you not interposed yourself,’ she murmured, her eyes wide, ‘I would be dead.’
Gerald grinned up at her, then at the others who had gathered at the foot of the bed. He
smiled at the girl, questioningly.
‘Oh,’ said Percy, ‘this is Maragda. This is her house. Well, it belonged to her uncle. But her
dad owns it now. Er.’
Maragda smiled shyly. ‘I’m glad you’re awake,’ she said in a soft, lisping voice. ‘I’ve heard
so much about you.’
Gerald tried to shrug off any suggestion he was at all a hero, then winced as pain shot through
him. Lady Candida sat on the edge of the bed and mopped at his brow.
‘Hang on,’ he said, troubled. ‘What’s this about you going?’
‘We must continue,’ Lord Gurak told him. ‘We must ride to Castle Overwold and warn the
duke that the king is coming. We hope he will be able to organise resistance, although we
have heard dispiriting rumours. Once that is done, we shall ride out of the mountains and
down to Trinovant itself, to warn the Prince and his citizens.’
It seemed they’d made some pretty harsh choices while he’d been asleep. ‘What, you’re all
going?’ he asked. ‘You’re leaving me here?’ Another thought struck him. ‘Where is here,
anyway?’
‘My father is squire of a village on the edge of the Duchy of Overwold,’ Maragda told him
gently. ‘You are in his manor house. Near the forest fence it lies, beside the king’s highway.
‘Your friends must leave,’ she added, ‘but do not worry. I will tend you.’
Gerald gulped. He wasn’t quite accustomed to having adoring females vying for his affection.
Definitely didn’t happen back home. Still, as long as her dad kept out of the way, maybe they
could get better acquainted.
‘We’ll be staying as well,’ said Percy reassuringly. ‘Me, Norman and Brian. There’s only
those two horses, and the chariot’s lost a wheel. That’s why we stopped in this village. Oh,
and because you were freaking out in the back. We’ll keep an eye on you.’
‘What about the king?’ Gerald wanted to know. ‘Isn’t he on his way?’
Lady Candida rose. ‘Our hope is that you will have healed enough to continue,’ she said,
‘before he comes. And that by then the duke will have raised his levies against the invader.
But Lord Gurak and I must go if that is to be achieved.’
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She leant down to kiss him again, on the forehead, and another pleasant shudder went
through him.
Lord Gurak took Lady Candida’s arm and steered her towards the door. ‘We must hurry,’ he
told her.
Percy nodded to Gerald. ‘Back in a mo,’ he said, and led Brian and Norman after Gurak and
Lady Candida.
Maragda lingered.
‘I hope your condition improves,’ she said, ‘but a selfish part of me hopes you remain
bedridden. I have enjoyed nursing you.’ With that she tripped lightly from the room.
Gerald lifted the sheet again and looked at his bandaged thigh. ‘Thanks, mate,’ he said with a
wink. He’d definitely fallen on his feet in this gaff.
He noticed a staff lying against the whitewashed wall beside the bed. Manfully, he slid out
from under the sheet and gripped it in his left hand, then with his right. Then he used it to
lever himself upwards. Staggering like an old bastard, he managed to get across to the
mullioned window. There was a window seat, and he rested here, peering out.
Below he could see a small courtyard. Lord Gurak sat his horse while Lady Candida was
mounting her own. A wheelwright’s shop was visible through the gates across the way, and
Gerald saw King Conactus’ chariot lying on its side with its right-hand wheel lying on a
nearby crate. A thin dusting of snow lay on the ground. Gerald found his gaze drawn towards
the snow-covered peaks surrounding the valley in which lay the village. To the south was a
pass thick with pines, densely forested in fact, out of which ran a road that Gerald recognised
as the king’s highway.
The trees receded into the distance. This must be the same forest that marked the edge of the
duchy of Ogres’ Gate and beyond which lay Overwold. As Gurak and Lady Candida spurred
their horses and rode north out of the village, he found his gaze drawn back down. For a
moment, he found himself looking at a cemetery on the far side of the village, where tombs
and cenotaphs stood among snow-shrouded turf and neat gravel paths.
Otherwise the village consisted of neat stone cottages surrounded by kitchen gardens. A
beehive-shaped building stood beside the lane. It looked like a lockup to Gerald. He saw that
Percy and the others had gone back inside, leaving clouds of vapour from their breath to
dissipate in the cold air. Gerald continued to stare out at the world beyond the window.
His reverie was broken when the door began to open. Hastily, he tried to limp back to bed. It
opened, and Maragda entered. He stared at her in shock.
She blushed prettily. ‘I’m so sorry,’ she confessed. ‘I had thought you would be asleep.
You’ve slept so much since you came here.’
Gerald tried to cover his groin with his left hand and the staff skidded under his weight.
Maragda rushed forward to catch him.
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‘Don’t be shy,’ she breathed as she helped him back into bed. ‘It’s nothing I haven’t seen a
dozen times this week.’
As Gerald snuggled up in the bedclothes he frowned at her. ‘You people never heard of
pyjamas?’ he asked. Maragda looked puzzled. Gerald drew her close. ‘Never mind,’ he
added, caressing her. ‘I don’t mind you seeing me starkers.’ He moved his hand further
down. Maragda sprang away.
‘Don’t do that!’ she said. ‘That’s what Uncle Zandor used to do.’ She burst into tears and ran
from the room. Gerald sighed. He’d never understand women.
Shortly after, there was a knock at the door and Gerald said, ‘Come in!’ hoping it was
Maragda again. He slumped a little when first Percy came in, then Norman, and finally Brian,
grinning greasily.
‘You alright then, Gerald?’ Percy asked.
‘Yeah, you’ve been spark-out for a week,’ added Brian. ‘Better get better quick, that bastard
king’s on his way.’
‘Where is this place?’ Gerald demanded.
‘The Duchy of Overwold,’ Norman told him. ‘We drove through the forest for two days
while you were asleep. Then we came out here, on the edge of the duchy. It’s high in the
mountains, about as high as you can get. There’s snow all over the place even though it’s not
winter. Lord Gurak says that once you get to the edge of the duchy, it’s downhill all the way
to Trinovant.’
‘And he’s gone to the duke?’ Gerald asked. ‘With Lady Candida...’
‘What did you do to Maragda, by the way?’ Percy inquired innocently. ‘She rushed past us on
the way up.’
Gerald shrugged. ‘You know what girls are like,’ he said.
‘God!’ Brian muttered. ‘I’ve been much more wounded than you have, loadsa times, and I
don’t get girls crawling all over me!’
‘That’s because they don’t fancy you,’ Gerald told him waspishly.
Brian shrugged. ‘I don’t care. I’ve got a bigger sword than the rest of you, so who cares if the
girl doesn’t fancy me?’
‘You’d better watch out, Gerald,’ Percy warned. ‘Her dad’s a bit strict.’
‘I only tried to get off with her,’ Gerald admitted resentfully. He frowned. ‘But she said that it
was what her uncle tried to do.’
‘Maragda’s pervy uncle.’ Brian snorted. ‘Isn’t he dead, anyway?’
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Gerald was feeling tired. He yawned. Percy saw this. ‘Come on, lads,’ he said. ‘Leave Gerald
to it.’ He paused at the door after ushering Brian and Norman outside. ‘You’d better get well
soon, Gerald,’ he said. ‘We want to get moving before the Bastard comes.’
He closed the door behind him.
Gerald next awoke to find Maragda tucking him in. It was getting dark outside. ‘Er,
goodnight,’ he said in a conciliatory tone.
‘Goodnight,’ she replied, pecking him on the cheek exactly like Lady Candida. Gerald fell
asleep.
The next thing he knew, he was woken by screaming.
He sat up in shock, then groaned as pain tentacled through his flesh. He fell over on one side,
and found himself lying half-in, half-out of the bed. Wincing, he put his left hand down on
the floorboards. It was dark, and he could feel that fresh rushes strewed the bare floorboards
Gritting his teeth as another scream rang out, he levered himself out of the bed and onto the
floor. Groping around, he found the staff he’d used that morning and managed to climb up it
until he was standing. The cold air goose-pimpled his bare skin. He limped to the door and
opened it.
The next cry was choked off suddenly. It had come from the door across the way. As he stood
there, a dark figure appeared through a trapdoor at the end of the passage. It came blundering
up towards Gerald, who cowered back.
‘That’s my daughter,’ came a man’s voice. As Gerald watched, the figure burst open the
other door and entered the room. More figures swarmed up out of the trapdoor.
Gerald followed the man into the other room. The windows stood open, net curtains thrashing
in the night breeze. A figure sat up in the bed, a girl clad in a diaphanous white nightgown.
Despite the gloom Gerald recognised Maragda.
‘What happened?’ the man roared.
Maragda turned in her bed, her eyes wide. ‘It was him!’ she shrieked hysterically. ‘It was
Uncle Zandor!’
As Gerald watched, he found Percy, Brian and Norman standing on either side of him,
looking on in shock and horror.
‘You know that’s not true,’ said Maragda’s father heavily, going over to close the window.
‘You know that your Uncle Zandor is dead.’
Maragda stared at him in silence, her eyes very wide. Her father added, at last, ‘You’re
dreaming. Let me mix you a sleeping draught and we’ll hear no more of this.’
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He turned to see the four boys in the doorway. ‘Come with me,’ he told them tiredly. Then he
glanced at Gerald. ‘Get him a robe, someone,’ he added, then lumbered away down the
passageway to the trapdoor.
Percy found Gerald a dressing gown of wolf-skin. He got his shoes and put them on, pausing
briefly when he felt something in one of them. He tipped it up. A flood of light appeared as a
glowing carbuncle dropped out, and he remembered how he had put it in his shoe when he
was in the ogre king’s treasury. Putting the gem back thoughtfully, he followed his friends
down the ladder, wincing at occasional pains from his side.
Maragda’s father, who Percy said was called Anton, stood beside a roaring log fire in the
hearth of the main room, mixing a cordial in a glass. He looked up as the adventurers entered.
‘Sit, sit,’ he boomed. He was a large, thickset man with blazing eyes and a thick beard. He
reminded Gerald a little of an ogre, but he seemed to radiate benevolence, despite his
concern.
They all sat down on stools facing him.
‘I must take this up to my daughter,’ he said, indicating the cordial. He ascended the ladder.
‘Maragda reckons her pervy uncle’s come a-visiting,’ Percy commented
‘But he’s dead,’ Gerald said. ‘She must have been having a nightmare.’ He hoped that he
hadn’t inspired it.
Anton came back down the ladder and crossed the room. He sat down beside the fire and
looked broodingly into it.
‘My brother never married,’ he said at last. ‘I did, though my wife died giving birth to
Maragda. My brother was older than me, though, and naturally he became squire after our
father. It was he who went up to the ducal court to speak with his grace on the village’s
behalf. The last time he did was three weeks ago, when we had heard nothing from the duke
or any of the other villages for some months. Zandor rode to Castle Overwold but didn’t
return for some time. When he did, he was changed. Pale-faced and weak, he toppled from
his horse as he rode into the courtyard. I had him put to bed and set my daughter to tend to
him, but despite her efforts he died the night after. We buried him in the family vault the next
morning.’
‘So there’s no way he could have been in Maragda’s room?’ Gerald asked. He scratched his
head. ‘Why do you think she says she saw him?’
Anton shook his head. ‘She is overwrought,’ he said. ‘It is little time since Zandor died. It
affected her greatly. She... she said... she told me that he had made advances on her.’ He
shrugged. ‘A girl her age, living in such a remote place... She was prone to fancies. I would
not put any credence in her words. And as for this bout of hysteria! Her uncle’s death, recent
trauma...’
‘What do you mean?’ Gerald asked guiltily. Was all this because he’d got a bit fresh with the
girl?
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Anton looked at him from beneath long, drooping eyebrows. ‘The news your companions
brought,’ he said. ‘The coming of the king.’
Gerald relaxed. Then he thought about it. What were these people going to do when the king
came? Wouldn’t it be better to take refuge in the Duke’s castle? The king would leave this
village a smoking ruin, with every inhabitant dead or conscripted.
Anton sighed. ‘Don’t speak to my daughter about this,’ he said. ‘I simply wished you to
realise that she has been under considerable strain recently. Please don’t judge her too
harshly. I’m returning to my bed, and I suggest you do the same.’
He went into another room. Gerald learnt that he was sleeping in Anton’s bedchamber, while
the man himself was sleeping on a pallet on the kitchen floor, as were Percy, Brian and
Norman. He felt a bit guilty about this. He climbed the ladder to the trapdoor, imagining the
others were giving him resentful looks.
As he made his way up the passage he saw a shadow flit from the open doorway of
Maragda’s room. It was her!
‘Don’t believe what my father says,’ she hissed. ‘I saw him, I tell you! Uncle Zandor!’
Gerald looked over his shoulder, then glanced back at Maragda as she touched his arm. ‘He
appeared at my window,’ she whispered. ‘I sat up in bed. The window opened and he was in
my room. I screamed.’
Gerald took her into her bedchamber and together they looked out of the window. Snow was
falling. A crescent moon shone down on the village. Again Gerald found his gaze seized by
the cemetery on the other side.
‘Is that where he was buried?’ he asked her quietly.
She nodded. ‘Stay with me tomorrow night,’ she breathed. ‘Don’t let anyone else know. My
father doesn’t believe me. But I know you do.’ She looked intensely into his eyes. ‘You’ll
save me, won’t you? You’re a hero.’
Gerald swallowed. She had considerable powers of persuasion. ‘Okay,’ he said. ‘I’ll stay with
you.’
He didn’t really believe it was anything other than what her father said it was, a teenage girl’s
overwrought imagination—not surprising, considering what she had been through. But the
idea of secretly spending the night with a girl who was in serious need of comforting... She
hero-worshipped him!
She hugged him close. ‘I’ll see you in the morning,’ she breathed. ‘Goodnight.’
Gerald returned the hug, then went to his own room. He fell asleep quickly.
The next day seemed to drag on forever. For perhaps the first time since coming to this
world, Gerald and his friends had nothing to do. Maragda and her father busied themselves
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about household chores while the adventurers lounged in Gerald’s room, waiting for him to
get better. Small hope of that if he had any more nocturnal adventures, he reflected.
Not long after supper, the boys and Anton retired to their makeshift sleeping quarters in the
kitchen, while Gerald returned to his room, Maragda to hers.
As soon as the house fell silent, Gerald got dressed, took his shoes in one hand and his
sheathed sword in the other, and tiptoed to Maragda’s door. He tapped on it and it opened
almost at once. Maragda’s form stood there, the white nightgown making her look almost
luminous in the blackness.
‘Come in,’ she murmured. She looked askance at the sword but then gave an approving nod.
‘If we need light, I’ve got this carbuncle,’ he offered.
She shook her head. ‘Sit in this chair by my bed,’ she told him. ‘I’ll lie here. Keep an eye on
the window. Don’t go to sleep.’
She returned to the bed. Gerald tried to engage her in whispered conversation but after a short
while she fell asleep. Gerald made a face, then sat back in the chair, unsheathed his sword
and laid the naked blade across his knees.
Gradually, he fell asleep.
He was jerked awake from bewildering dreams of dark tunnels through which he ran pursued
by dark, formless, gargantuan shapes, to see Maragda’s bedchamber, silent and dark. He
shivered, realising that the window was open.
He blinked. What was that dark shape by the bed, looming over Maragda’s sleeping form?
Suddenly it resolved itself into a cloaked human form. He leapt up shouting, sword in hand.
The figure turned towards him, its face as black as its cloak. Then it ran silently for the
window. Gerald pursued, bringing his sword up for a cut, but the dark figure leapt onto the
windowsill and then vanished below.
Gerald reached the windowsill seconds later. Peering out he was shocked to see the dark
figure apparently floating down into the snowy courtyard. It hit the snow then ran for the
courtyard gates, leaving a trail of footprints in the snow behind it.
Gerald turned triumphantly. As he pulled on his shoes, Maragda’s continuing stillness
puzzled him. He realised he was giving the thing time to escape.
Bursting out of her bedchamber, he hauled up the trapdoor and met Anton climbing up
towards him.
‘He came back!’ Gerald shouted. ‘He jumped down into the courtyard! Quickly, we might
catch up with him!’
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Anton, infected by Gerald’s enthusiasm, scrambled back down the ladder. Gerald followed
hurriedly, wincing at the pain in his side even as he descended one-handed, clutching his
sword in the other. He saw that the others were milling around in the main room.
‘Outside!’ he exclaimed.
Out in the courtyard, he indicated the line of wide-spaced footprints that cut across the virgin
snow towards the gates. ‘He jumped down from the window,’ he said, pointing up at the first
floor.
With Gerald in the lead, they dashed across the courtyard and came out into the lane. Gerald
cast about for footprints. They led across the lane, past the lock-up and up the hill. Towards
the cemetery.
‘Come on,’ said Gerald.
They followed him to the cemetery gates. The footprints led through the snow straight
towards them. Maragda’s father lumbered forward and heaved the gates open and they all
spilled into the graveyard beyond. The footprints led to the doors of a tomb. Gerald
approached it.
‘That is the family vault,’ Maragda’s father rumbled ominously.
The footprints led straight up to it then vanished. Anton tried the door. It was locked. Gerald
frowned.
‘I have the only key,’ Anton said, producing a large ring from which he took one old key,
black with age. He thrust it into the lock and turned it. Slowly the gates of the tombs creaked
open.
Gerald took the carbuncle from his shoe and held it high as they filed into the tomb. It was
icy cold, as cold as any crypt. Shelves lined the walls, each containing coffins. Wet footprints
led straight to a new-looking coffin. Gerald indicated it and looked at Anton.
‘My brother’s casket,’ he said.
Struggling to suppress natural feelings of horror and loathing, Gerald tried to lift the coffin
lid. He was convinced he knew what was happening here.
To his surprise, the lid was nailed down. This made no sense. Ignoring the sound of protest
from Maragda’s father, he used the blade of his sword to crowbar the lid open. It fell back
with a crash.
The body of a man lay within. It bore a family resemblance to Anton, though Uncle Zandor
had been taller. The body was strangely plump, its skin taut. Its face was ruddy, flushed.
Fresh blood was on its lips. But its eyes were glassy, staring into nothing.
Percy, his face white, leaned forward and felt for a pulse.
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‘I don’t know what you were expecting, Gerald,’ he said, his voice thick with revulsion, ‘but
this guy’s dead. Has been for a while, I reckon.’
Numbly, Gerald rubbed his face and stared down at the lifeless corpse of Maragda’s uncle.
Anton quietly replaced the coffin lid. ‘I’ll nail it down later,’ he muttered. Gerald looked at
him. The big man was apparently calm, but Gerald felt that this placid surface concealed
contrary currents of emotion.
What had he been thinking of? It had seemed so obvious to him; Uncle Zandor had become a
vampire. Now he saw what was clearly just a dead body, not one of the blood-drinking
Undead, he felt an utter fool. More than that, he was mortally ashamed. Ashamed to have
dragged them all here to desecrate a tomb and all for nothing.
Anton locked the tomb behind them. Gerald replaced the carbuncle in his pocket, and they
made their way down the snowy hillside. He couldn’t rid his mind of the nagging image of
that dark shape crouched over Maragda’s sleeping form. The thing that had floated down into
the courtyard. And the footprints in the snow.
The footprints were gone now, vanished among their own prints that churned up the snow. It
was as if they had never been. Gerald was afraid to ask Percy if he had even seen them. What
was happening? Was he going mad?
They returned to the manor house and Anton led them up the ladder. He entered the girl’s
bedchamber. Gerald had left the window open and Maragda’s father crossed over to shut it. It
was freezing in the room. A snowdrift melted in the middle of the floor.
Maragda lay as still as death upon the bed.
But she wasn’t dead, Gerald found to his relief. She was alive, but unconscious and shaking
feverishly. That was his fault, he realised as her father hugged her to his brawny chest. In his
enthusiasm to catch the... the vampire... he had not stopped to close the window. And yet,
what had opened the window? Had he done it himself, in some fit of lunacy? He looked on in
confusion, then left for his own bed without speaking.
The next day, Maragda was still feverish. Her father had sat up with her all night. He told the
boys that she was getting worse. They trooped downstairs, leaving the man with his daughter.
‘Are you alright?’ Percy asked Gerald as they sat down by the fire.
Gerald looked up, haggard. ‘I don’t know what’s wrong with me,’ he said.
‘Maybe it’s the wound,’ Norman suggested. ‘Is it infected? Maybe it’s got into your brain.
Why did you take us to that tomb and open the coffin?’
‘It was like something from a Hammer Horror,’ Brian chipped in.
‘Did none of you see the footprints?’ Gerald asked.
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Percy shook his head. ‘You just led us at a run through the village and into the cemetery,’ he
replied. ‘I didn’t see any footprints.’
‘Neither did I,’ said Brian.
The blood drained from Gerald’s face.
‘Er, I think I might have seen some,’ Norman said, and Gerald rounded on him. ‘It was a bit
dark,’ he added.
Gerald looked at him in suspicion. Had he really seen the footprints? Maybe Percy and Brian
had missed them. It had been dark, like Norman said.
Or was Norman just trying to make him feel better?
He shook his head. ‘It doesn’t matter anyway,’ he said. ‘It wasn’t a … a...’ He had trouble
saying the word.
‘A vampire?’ Percy completed his sentence.
Gerald blushed. ‘I just thought...’
‘To be fair,’ Norman said, ‘we’ve met stranger things in this world.’ He thought quickly.
‘Well, some pretty strange things, anyway.’
‘But that was just a dead body,’ Percy said.
‘It looked like it was still alive, even if it didn’t have a pulse,’ Brian objected. ‘And what
about the blood on its lips?’
Gerald felt relief again. At least he wasn’t the only one to have seen that. But then Percy
crushed his hopes.
‘It’s not that strange for corpses to look like that,’ he said. ‘Fresh ones, I mean. And naughty
Uncle Zandor must be pretty fresh. They get bloated with gases, and the blood is runny for
some reason...’
‘Yeah, yeah,’ Gerald said dolefully. ‘I read about it in that book on The Unexplained in the
school library. They reckon that’s the origin of the myth of the vampire...’
‘The myth of the vampire,’ Percy echoed.
They all turned as the trapdoor opened and Anton eased his bulk down into the room. He
faced them.
‘Maragda is not long for this world,’ he said. He brushed a hand across his brow. ‘I can’t
keep my eyes open. It’s weak of me, but... I need sleep.’
‘Of course you do,’ Gerald said, limping forward. ‘You rest. You must be exhausted. I’ll look
after Maragda. Like she looked after me.’
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As Maragda’s father staggered to his sleeping pallet in the kitchen, Gerald ascended the
ladder and entered the girl’s room. Sitting down by the bed, he put his hand on her brow. She
was burning up. Her father was right. It was obvious to Gerald that she was dying. Percy
came in.
‘Yes, that’s what her dad said,’ he said when Gerald told him. ‘Before he went to sleep he
sent Brian and Norman out into the village to tell the villagers to prepare for a funeral....
What is it?’ he asked as Gerald leant forward, peering intently at Maragda’s neck.
Gerald leapt to his feet. ‘Out of my way!’ he said, and pushed past Percy.

That afternoon, Maragda died.
Gerald was not there to witness it, but his friends were, and her father was, and the villagers
who were his tenants. The carpenter of the village provided a casket in which the girl’s limp
form was lain, with her father looking sombrely down. A bier was brought into the courtyard
and the casket was laid upon it by four mourners.
Percy was one of them. He ought to do something, since the girl’s death was their fault.
Gerald’s fault for leaving the window open so she caught this terrible fever. And where was
Gerald? Not a sign of him.
They were wheeling the bier out into the lane in preparation for taking it up the hill to the
cemetery when a wild-looking figure came slithering and sliding down the hill from the
cemetery gates. Percy looked at it in horror.
It was Gerald. Blood spattered his face and his chest and drenched his arms. In his right hand
he held a sharpened piece of wood. Blood blackened it. In his left he clutched his sword,
equally gory.
‘What’s happened?’ he demanded.
Anton lumbered forward. ‘You ask us what’s happened?’ he rumbled, moved at last to anger.
‘My daughter is dead because of you. And what have you done now?’
‘I broke into the tomb and staked the bastard that bit her!’ Gerald said defiantly. ‘The
vampire! The vampire that killed your daughter!’ A superstitious murmur came from the
gathered villagers but Maragda’s father silenced them with a cutting motion of his ham-like
hands. ‘Your brother, Zandor!’ he added. ‘He won’t walk again.’
Percy stepped forward, his face full of concern. ‘Gerald, what have you done?’
‘I told you!’ Gerald shouted wildly. ‘I staked the vampire!’ He lunged for the coffin. ‘I’ll
stake Maragda too, before she walks!’
Villagers rushed forward to restrain him but he threw them off. Percy, Brian and Norman
grabbed him. Despite his flailing kicks and punches, they pinned him down in the snow,
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dragged the stake and the sword out of his hands. His eyes were wide and wild. Percy was
horrified by the change that had come over his old friend.
Anton looked down at the struggling figure. ‘Either he is mad or possessed by evil,’ he said.
‘Take him to the lock-up. We will sit in judgement over this desecrater of tombs tomorrow.’
Percy nodded sadly. Helped by Brian and Norman, he dragged his crazy friend down the
lane. Anton joined them at the door of the lock-up. He opened the door and they flung the
still struggling Gerald inside. Then Maragda’s father locked the door and together they
returned to the funeral procession.
Breathing hoarsely, Gerald watched through the barred window of the lock-up as the cortège
renewed its solemn procession towards the cemetery gates.
He sat there for the rest of the day, long after Maragda was interred, long after the funeral
feast was over. Night fell and still he sat there. He had been given a jug of water and half a
loaf of bread, but he had no appetite. Was he mad?
He had definitely seen a dark figure looming over the girl’s sleeping form. Definitely pursued
it to the window, seen it float down and run across the courtyard. Followed its footprints to
the tomb.
He had definitely seen twin pinpricks on Maragda’s neck. The bite of a vampire.
But no one believed him. They thought he was mad. That he had desecrated a tomb; that he
was responsible for Maragda’s death. But he knew he was right. Surely he was right? He was
right, wasn’t he?
‘I’m right,’ he said obsessively. ‘Uncle Zandor was a vampire. And now Maragda is also a
vampire.’
‘You’re right,’ came a sweet, comforting voice. He turned in shock to see her standing there,
in front of him, her beautiful young face a pale oval in the gloom. The door behind her stood
open. But how had she unlocked it without a key?
‘You’re not mad,’ Maragda added soothingly. ‘You’re quite sane. Vampires do exist. My
uncle was a vampire. You killed him, but his bloodline lives on in my veins. And now you
will join me.’
She grinned suddenly, and Gerald saw to his horror that her mouth bristled with fangs.
CONTINUES NEXT WEEK
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THE BATTLE FOR CALLISTO by Gregory KH Bryant
Episode Thirty-Four
They surprised the Scroungers in the tunnel. At the very moment that the Scroungers had
broken through the ineffectual barricade thrown up by Colonel Bridgemont’s forces,
Danton’s Charge was ploughing through the tunnel behind them.
Danton’s Charge had already slaughtered all those in the landing bay in their tiny ships,
flying faster than the eye could follow, and manoeuvring as swiftly as bumblebees in flight,
cutting through the bodies of the Scroungers like shivs, swift and deadly.
It was here that Danton’s casualties were highest, for the fighting here, in the tunnels was
most dangerous.
The rails that carried personnel and cargo to and from Callisto Base 1 were above ground,
protected by tunnels of transparent steel. These tunnels afforded a glorious view of Jupiter,
and its moons, as well as the approach of Callisto Base 1.
The planners of colonies had learned long ago that these vistas, these panoramas, were,
despite the huge expense and the danger of them, absolutely necessary for the humans who
lived on these colonies. Claustrophobia was a real problem for the early colonists, a problem
with sometimes catastrophic consequences. Even those who had never tested positive for it
could develop it after only a few weeks in the space environment. And when entire colonies
were hit with claustrophobia, in the early days of planetary colonization, well, the results
were dramatic enough that in the two centuries following, no one funding a colony made any
issue about providing the colonists with every possible relief.
And so when Danton’s Charge came upon the Scroungers marching through the tunnel, they
had to take particular care not to hit the walls of the transparent tunnel with their weapons or
their ships. Which brought them low, even within reach of the to the Scroungers themselves.
Flying too low over them was how most of the mice were brought down. The Scroungers
leaped on the tiny craft and by brute force, dragging them down to the tracks. They pulled the
canopies open, pummelling the pilot to death with their fists. The tunnel, being narrow, made
it almost impossible for their fellows behind to aid them in any way, except to hit the crowd
with a barrage of plasma and laser to remember their dead comrade by.
Which they did, at last, to greater and greater effect.
Colonel Bridgemont was kept quite busy. His troops were somehow keeping the Scroungers
pinned down at the mouth of the railway tunnel. Though they charged out from it, again and
again, only to be cut down each time by Bridgemont’s guns, yet still Bridgemont was taking
reports from all around Callisto Base 1, as well as from the other Callistoan cases, and those
on Europa and Ganymede, too.
Fighting was dropping on Europa. Most bases were cleared. Still fighting on two bases there.
Reports were very much the same for Ganymede. Scrounger ships were reported only at one
base on Ganymede, the others having left, all of their own volition, it seemed.
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Callisto Base 1 had been the hardest hit. Of all the colonies in the Jovian system, it was
Callisto Base 1 that took the brunt of it all.
“Best news I’ve heard in a long goddamn time,” Bridgemont said, out loud, to himself.
“I’m sorry, sir?” asked a lieutenant, startled by the aggressiveness in Bridgemont’s tone.
Bridgemont waved an impatient hand.
“Nothing, boy. This battle is coming to an end, I think. At last. Maybe not for us, but for the
rest. And I guess that makes me happy.”
“Yes, sir.”

At last it was Danton’s Charge that prevailed. At heavy cost to themselves did the pilots of
these tiny craft learn to navigate through such very small and hazardous quarters. But learn,
they did, and with these tiny pursuit craft, they managed finally, to cut down the last of
Scroungers attacking Callisto Base 1.
A strange quiet settled upon the field of battle. It was a stunned quiet, a deathly silence, a
silence heavy, like a blanket, like Novocain, that settled upon everything, dulling all
sensation while, oddly, also heightening it. Colours, it seemed, were luminous, and the
smallest sounds were fraught, like late night whisperings heard through a thin pasteboard
wall.
The survivors of Danton’s Charge, nine of them, including Danton himself, flew into the
staging area set up by Colonel Bridgemont. Lieutenant Danton recognized the uniforms of the
Jovian Security Forces, and then he recognized the person of Colonel Bridgemont, himself.
Danton set his craft down not far from where Bridgemont stood. Opening the canopy of his
sleek ship, he pulled himself out of it.
“Colonel,” he said.
“That you, Danton?” Bridgemont asked.
“Yes, sir,” Danton answered.
“Good. Good. Glad you made it. Looks like this little war is over.”
“Glad to hear it, sir,” Danton replied. “Who won?”
“It appears we did. Reports are coming in. Hardy’s and his folk are takin’ care of things
upstairs, and with the “Bellerophon” being the only big ship here, well, it looks like this little
war is over. Not much else to say on that score.”
“Well, sir, I guess it’s good news.”
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“ We were hit hardest, on Callisto. But the Scroungers didn’t get it. They lost here, though
there’s still some trouble on Ganymede. And on Europa, they’re still getting hit. But we have
the “Bellerophon”.
“Pod 3 is collapsing,” came the message, scratchy with static, across Bridgemont’s wristband.
Bridgemont and Danton stopped speaking. Bridgemont projected a holographic display from
his wrist. Holographic video sent by helmet-cam showed the collapse of the dome of Pod 3 as
it fell. Colonel Bridgemont said nothing as he watched. He uttered not a sound.
Danton turned and looked at Bridgemont.
“Oh, sir... I am so sorry...”
Pod 3 was the dome that housed the apartments where all the colonists of Callisto Base 1
lived. Colonel Bridgemont lived there in Pod 3 with his wife, Ellen. All of Bridgemont’s
friends lived in those apartments. That included Story Talbot and his wife, Joyce. And their
children. The boy, Jeffrey. And the little girl, Emily.
Were they gone? Were they not? Had they evacuated?
Bridgemont woke himself from his daze. A practical question. Had they been evacuated?
He barked through the systems communications on his wristband, “Bridgemont here. Any
evacuations from Pod 3?”
“Sir,” came the answer from the Emergency Technician wearing helmet-cam number 24.
“Unknown at this time, sir.”
Bridgemont squeezed his hands into fists, then slowly released them.
He stood on the platform, surveying his forces for a moment before speaking. Several dozen
of them, in the black and purple uniforms of Jovian Security. Most had been wounded,
sporting bandages and charred uniforms. Some had been badly wounded, and lay upon the
platform, or the tracks below, with others tending to their wounds. And many were dead.
“We’ll tend to each, in order,” Bridgemont told himself.
“Listen up!” Bridgemont called, in a Stentorian voice. “Those who can walk, come with me!
The pods are collapsing. We’re going in to assist the Emergency Technicians. Those who
have your medical badges, stay here. Tend to the wounded who cannot walk.
“Awrite!” he concluded, raising his arm in a huge circle. “Let’s go!”
And those who could walk—roughly a hundred of them—followed Colonel Bridgemont
through Callisto Base 1 to Pod 2, the closest they could get to the ruins of Pod 3.
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The last skirmish in the sky above Callisto was very short-lived. Lieutenant Hardy and his
forces quickly surrounded the Scrounger ships as they approached from the inner moons of
Jupiter and obliterated them. With the huge “Bellerophon” bombarding them with massive
and ceaseless barrages from their plasma cannons, the Scroungers who came straggling late
to the battle quickly realized that the war had gone against them.
Calling out to their fellows, warning them that the battle was lost, they fled the field into the
deep reaches of space. Some flew back to Astra Palace, there to nurse their wounds. Others
sailed into the inner Solar System, among the friendly bases on the asteroids nearest Mars,
where they were not known, never speaking to anyone of their own small part in Turhan
Mot’s misguided and misbegotten quest.
But no sooner had Hardy, his fighters and the “Bellerophon” broken the back of the invading
force, than did Colonel Westland life the communications black out to give Hardy an order.
“I see you got `em tucking their tails between their legs. Good work, Hardy. Over.”
“Thank you sir...”
“But before you head gets too swelled up, I want you to get your crew down to Ganymede
and Europa. I’m still getting reports from them. Clear out their trouble spots, then get back
here. Got it? Over.”
“Sir, yes. I’ve got it, sir. Over.”
“Good. I’ll want reports from all of you when you get back. Over.”
“Yes, sir. Over.”

Carrying Mud was a heavy task, for Mud was a heavy man, even in the light gravity well that
was Callisto’s. Illara, her arms interlocked with Ward’s as they carried Mud to Ward’s ship,
could only pant heavily, while pressing her forehead hard against Ward’s.
The trail of blood that Mud spilled on the tarmac behind them was shocking in its length. It’s
astonishing, always, the amount of blood a body holds.
They threaded their stumbling way through a field of smouldering ships and corpses, to the
place where Ward had landed in the O8-111A.
Somehow, they made it. They made it through the vast and bloodied tarmac, with pieces of
human corpses lying intermingled among the smouldering wreckage of Scrounger ships.
Ward leaned heavily on his ship, then with his hip, he banged hard against the outer
bulkhead.
“Dimara, it’s me,” Ward shouted. “Open up.”
The door to the lower deck slid open.
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Ward and Illara carried the unconscious Mud inside.
“Got a customer for ya,” Ward said. “Can ya fix `im up?”
Dimara manifested instantly, a whirlwind of subatomic particles taking form. Dimara
appeared in a form with skin nearly white as paper, blue hair that had a sheen like polished
aluminium. Her skirt fell midway between her knee and her thigh. A blue jacket covered her
shoulders, over her white blouse.
Dimara quickly took in what she saw.
“The Mud individual is soon dead,” she said.
“Yeah. Can ya fix that, babe?”
Dimara studied Mud carefully.
“Dimara recognizes the Mud as a friend of the Carter Ward.”
She placed her long and delicate fingers upon Mud’s wound.
“The Mud has lost much blood. Dimara must replenish.”
“Sure... whatever...” Ward said.
“If the Ward could request of the replicator one pint of blood, type A positive, the Dimara
can insure that the wound will be closed and the bleeding stopped.
“Thanks, babe,” Ward said. He hurried off to the replicator. While he was gone, Dimara
placed both hands on Mud’s open wound, and sealed it. Ward returned with a bag of blood
from the replicator, and Dimara was able to quickly replenish what he had lost.
In half an hour, Mud was conscious, sitting up and talking.
“So now what?” he asked.
“Well, I got my ship,” Ward said. “You got yours, and Illara here, she has hers...”
He was interrupted by a loud warning coming from Illara’s wristband.
“Pod 3 has collapsed,” it warned.
CONTINUES NEXT WEEK
Carter Ward’s earlier adventures, along with those of other interplanetary rogues, are
chronicled in Warlords of the Asteroid Belt and Deep Space Dogfights.
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THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND by Jules Verne
Part 3. The Secret of the Island
Chapter 20
An isolated rock, thirty feet in length, twenty in breadth, scarcely ten from the water’s edge,
such was the only solid point which the waves of the Pacific had not engulfed.
It was all that remained of the structure of Granite House! The wall had fallen headlong and
been then shattered to fragments, and a few of the rocks of the large room were piled one
above another to form this point. All around had disappeared in the abyss; the inferior cone of
Mount Franklin, rent asunder by the explosion; the lava jaws of Shark Gulf, the plateau of
Prospect Heights, Safety Islet, the granite rocks of Port Balloon, the basalts of Dakkar Grotto,
the long Serpentine Peninsula, so distant nevertheless from the centre of the eruption. All that
could now be seen of Lincoln Island was the narrow rock which now served as a refuge to the
six colonists and their dog Top.
The animals had also perished in the catastrophe; the birds, as well as those representing the
fauna of the island—all either crushed or drowned, and the unfortunate Jup himself had, alas!
found his death in some crevice of the soil.
If Cyrus Harding, Gideon Spilett, Herbert, Pencroft, Neb, and Ayrton had survived, it was
because, assembled under their tent, they had been hurled into the sea at the instant when the
fragments of the island rained down on every side.
When they reached the surface they could only perceive, at half a cable’s length, this mass of
rocks, towards which they swam and on which they found footing.
On this barren rock they had now existed for nine days. A few provisions taken from the
magazine of Granite House before the catastrophe, a little fresh water from the rain which
had fallen in a hollow of the rock, was all that the unfortunate colonists possessed. Their last
hope, the vessel, had been shattered to pieces. They had no means of quitting the reef; no fire,
nor any means of obtaining it. It seemed that they must inevitably perish.
This day, the 18th of March, there remained only provisions for two days, although they
limited their consumption to the bare necessaries of life. All their science and intelligence
could avail them nothing in their present position. They were in the hand of God.
Cyrus Harding was calm, Gideon Spilett more nervous, and Pencroft, a prey to sullen anger,
walked to and fro on the rock. Herbert did not for a moment quit the engineer’s side, as if
demanding from him that assistance he had no power to give. Neb and Ayrton were resigned
to their fate.
“Ah, what a misfortune! what a misfortune!” often repeated Pencroft. “If we had but a
walnut-shell to take us to Tabor Island! But we have nothing, nothing!”
“Captain Nemo did right to die,” said Neb.
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During the five ensuing days Cyrus Harding and his unfortunate companions husbanded their
provisions with the most extreme care, eating only what would prevent them from dying of
starvation. Their weakness was extreme. Herbert and Neb began to show symptoms of
delirium.
Under these circumstances was it possible for them to retain even the shadow of a hope? No!
What was their sole remaining chance? That a vessel should appear in sight of the rock? But
they knew only too well from experience that no ships ever visited this part of the Pacific.
Could they calculate that, by a truly providential coincidence, the Scotch yacht would arrive
precisely at this time in search of Ayrton at Tabor Island? It was scarcely probable; and,
besides, supposing she should come there, as the colonists had not been able to deposit a
notice pointing out Ayrton’s change of abode, the commander of the yacht, after having
explored Tabor Island without results, would again set sail and return to lower latitudes.
No! no hope of being saved could be retained, and a horrible death, death from hunger and
thirst, awaited them upon this rock.
Already they were stretched on the rock, inanimate, and no longer conscious of what passed
around them. Ayrton alone, by a supreme effort, from time to time raised his head, and cast a
despairing glance over the desert ocean.
But on the morning of the 24th of March Ayrton’s arms were extended toward a point in the
horizon; he raised himself, at first on his knees, then upright, and his hand seemed to make a
signal.
A sail was in sight off the rock. She was evidently not without an object. The reef was the
mark for which she was making in a direct line, under all steam, and the unfortunate colonists
might have made her out some hours before if they had had the strength to watch the horizon.
“The ‘Duncan’!” murmured Ayrton—and fell back without sign of life.
When Cyrus Harding and his companions recovered consciousness, thanks to the attention
lavished upon them, they found themselves in the cabin of a steamer, without being able to
comprehend how they had escaped death.
A word from Ayrton explained everything.
“The ‘Duncan’!” he murmured.
“The ‘Duncan’!” exclaimed Cyrus Harding. And raising his hand to Heaven, he said, “Oh!
Almighty God! mercifully hast Thou preserved us!”
It was, in fact, the “Duncan,” Lord Glenarvan’s yacht, now commanded by Robert, son of
Captain Grant, who had been despatched to Tabor Island to find Ayrton, and bring him back
to his native land after twelve years of expiation.
The colonists were not only saved, but already on the way to their native country.
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“Captain Grant,” asked Cyrus Harding, “who can have suggested to you the idea, after having
left Tabor Island, where you did not find Ayrton, of coming a hundred miles farther
northeast?”
“Captain Harding,” replied Robert Grant, “it was in order to find, not only Ayrton, but
yourself and your companions.”
“My companions and myself?”
“Doubtless, at Lincoln Island.”
“At Lincoln Island!” exclaimed in a breath Gideon Spilett, Herbert, Neb, and Pencroft, in the
highest degree astonished.
“How could you be aware of the existence of Lincoln Island?” inquired Cyrus Harding, “it is
not even named in the charts.”
“I knew of it from a document left by you on Tabor Island,” answered Robert Grant.
“A document!” cried Gideon Spilett.
“Without doubt, and here it is,” answered Robert Grant, producing a paper which indicated
the longitude and latitude of Lincoln Island, “the present residence of Ayrton and five
American colonists.”
“It is Captain Nemo!” cried Cyrus Harding, after having read the notice, and recognized that
the handwriting was similar to that of the paper found at the corral.
“Ah!” said Pencroft, “it was then he who took our ‘Bonadventure’ and hazarded himself
alone to go to Tabor Island!”
“In order to leave this notice,” added Herbert.
“I was then right in saying,” exclaimed the sailor, “that even after his death the captain would
render us a last service.”
“My friends,” said Cyrus Harding, in a voice of the profoundest emotion, “may the God of
mercy have had pity on the soul of Captain Nemo, our benefactor.”
The colonists uncovered themselves at these last words of Cyrus Harding, and murmured the
name of Captain Nemo.
Then Ayrton, approaching the engineer, said simply, “Where should this coffer be
deposited?”
It was the coffer which Ayrton had saved at the risk of his life, at the very instant that the
island had been engulfed, and which he now faithfully handed to the engineer.
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“Ayrton! Ayrton!” said Cyrus Harding, deeply touched. Then, addressing Robert Grant,
“Sir,” he added, “you left behind you a criminal; you find in his place a man who has become
honest by penitence, and whose hand I am proud to clasp in mine.”
Robert Grant was now made acquainted with the strange history of Captain Nemo and the
colonists of Lincoln Island. Then, observation being taken of what remained of this shoal,
which must henceforward figure on the charts of the Pacific, the order was given to make all
sail.
A few weeks afterwards the colonists landed in America, and found their country once more
at peace after the terrible conflict in which right and justice had triumphed.
Of the treasures contained in the coffer left by Captain Nemo to the colonists of Lincoln
Island, the larger portion was employed in the purchase of a vast territory in the State of
Iowa. One pearl alone, the finest, was reserved from the treasure and sent to Lady Glenarvan
in the name of the castaways restored to their country by the “Duncan.”
There, upon this domain, the colonists invited to labour, that is to say, to wealth and
happiness, all those to whom they had hoped to offer the hospitality of Lincoln Island. There
was founded a vast colony to which they gave the name of that island sunk beneath the
waters of the Pacific. A river there was called the Mercy, a mountain took the name of Mount
Franklin, a small lake was named Lake Grant, and the forests became the forests of the Far
West. It might have been an island on terra firma.
There, under the intelligent hands of the engineer and his companions, everything prospered.
Not one of the former colonists of Lincoln Island was absent, for they had sworn to live
always together. Neb was with his master; Ayrton was there ready to sacrifice himself for all;
Pencroft was more a farmer than he had ever been a sailor; Herbert, who completed his
studies under the superintendence of Cyrus Harding, and Gideon Spilett, who founded the
New Lincoln Herald, the best-informed journal in the world.
There Cyrus Harding and his companions received at intervals visits from Lord and Lady
Glenarvan, Captain John Mangles and his wife, the sister of Robert Grant, Robert Grant
himself, Major McNab, and all those who had taken part in the history both of Captain Grant
and Captain Nemo.
There, to conclude, all were happy, united in the present as they had been in the past; but
never could they forget that island upon which they had arrived poor and friendless, that
island which, during four years had supplied all their wants, and of which there remained but
a fragment of granite washed by the waves of the Pacific, the tomb of him who had borne the
name of Captain Nemo.
THE END
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SUBMISSIONS CALL SUBMISSIONS CALL SUBMISSIONS CALL
SUBMISSIONS CALL SUBMISSIONS CALL SUBMISSIONS CALL
Lovecraftiana—the Magazine of Eldritch Horror
Lovecraftiana is a quarterly publication from Rogue Planet Press, with issues coming out
April 30th, July 31st, October 31st, and January 31st, featuring stories, articles, poetry or
artwork on Cthulhu Mythos / Lovecraftian themes.
Submissions can be sent to editor@schlock.co.uk
the current edition is available from www.lulu.com
Swords against Cthulhu III: A New Dark Age
Deadline: Until full
Payment: Exposure and Royalties
Flash fiction, Poetry, Short Stories (2,000 6,000 words)
Reprints will also be considered.
Sword and sorcery in the aeon of Cthulhu Rising!
‘The sciences, each straining in its own direction, have hitherto harmed us little; but some
day the piecing together of dissociated knowledge will open up such terrifying vistas of
reality, and of our frightful position therein, that we shall either go mad from the revelation
or flee from the light into the peace and safety of a new dark age.’
So saith Lovecraft.
Picture a future Earth, a savage world where science is jettisoned in favour of primitive
superstition, where technology has become the idol of a new religion. A world where the
truth of Cthulhu has been revealed, where a lunatic humanity has discovered its true
insignificance—the punchline in a cosmic joke. A new dark age has descended upon a species
that has learnt too much. Science and superstition and the sorcery of the Mad Arab create a
world where only the strong survive, and barbarian warriors battle for existence in a bleak
and pitiless universe...
Science fantasy tales of dying earths, of low tech dystopias, of medieval post-apocalyptic
worlds—all with a Cthulhu Mythos slant—will be welcome in this anthology.
Submission guidelines:
Please submit your manuscript as a .rtf, .doc or .docx file (all other formats will automatically
be rejected. Contact me prior to submitting if this presents an issue for you.)
Font and formatting: Please submit in Times New Roman, 12-point font; single line spacing.
Please format the document to 1st line indentation of 1″. The page margin should be set to.1″
on all sides.
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No headers, footers, or page numbers.
Please check grammar.
Upon acceptance into the anthology, you agree that Horrified Press holds exclusive
publishing rights for six months from the date of publication. All intellectual property rights
over the author’s work remain with the author, with the proviso that Horrified Press retains
distribution rights in the format of the contracted anthology.
This title will be available as an e book and trade quality paperback.
Gavin Chappell will be presiding over this anthology.
Email your submission as an attachment to: editor@schlock.co.uk
The email subject line must read ‘SUBMISSION SAC: Dark Age—your story title’ or your
submission will not be considered for this anthology.
Successful applicants will be notified before the deadline has expired.
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